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 To: Brad H. Koldehoff 

 From: Elizabeth L. Roman, IDOT Architectural Historian 

 Subject: IL 100/106 River Crossing / Florence Lift Bridge Replacement Project  – 
Assessment of Effects to Above-Ground/Architectural Historic Resources 

 Date: January 7, 2020 
 
 
 
Pike and Scott Counties 
Florence 
FAP 757, IL 100/106 River Crossing Project 
Florence Bridge over the Illinois River 
Bridge Replacement 
IDOT Sequence #20790B 
SHPO Log #004073118 
 
Introduction and Project Description: 
 
This undertaking involves the construction of a new bridge over the Illinois River at Florence, 
including reconstruction of IL 100/106 on both sides of the river (Figure 1), and will be processed 
for NEPA compliance as an Environmental Assessment (EA).  Five alternatives were carried 
forward for detailed study as part of the NEPA process, including three north of Florence parallel to 
the existing bridge (Alternatives 4A, 4C, and 4CD), one located 0.5 mile to the south on the south 
edge of Florence (Alternative 5B), and a No Build Alternative.  In August 2019, Alternative 4 CD 
was selected as the chosen alternative.  This alternative which parallels the south side of the 
existing bridge, was slightly modified to shorten the IL 100/106 highway reconstruction work on the 
west and to avoid impacts to archaeological sites along the Illinois River.  
 
Area of Potential Effect (APE): 
 
As stipulated in 36 CFR 800.16(d), the APE is defined as the geographic area within which an 
undertaking may directly or indirectly cause changes in the character or use of historic properties. 
Based on the project purpose to construct a new major river bridge, the APE was defined as a 
corridor extending 500 feet to each side of the centerline of all alignments carried forward for 
detailed study, narrowed to 150 feet to each side of the centerline of existing roadways to be rebuilt 
as part of the approach work. 
 
The APE for historic architectural resources used for this study was coordinated with the Illinois 
State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) by letter with attached narrative and maps, with 
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concurrence received on July 31, 2018.  Copies of this correspondence and APE map are included 
as Attachment 1, SHPO Correspondence. 
 
Historic Properties in the APE: 
 
An historic resources inventory survey was completed for this project in 2018 by the Illinois State 
Archaeological Survey (ISAS).  The methodology employed and results of this effort are fully 
detailed in the report IL 100/106 Illinois River Crossing Project, Historic Resources Inventory 
Study, complied by M. E. Smith et al., ISAS, dated September 2018. 
 
Based on the final results of this survey, and consultation with and opinions of the SHPO dated 
October 19, 2019, a total of 5 above-ground historic properties were identified in the combined 
APE for the four build alternatives.  All of these are eligible for listing on the National Register of 
Historic Places (NRHP) and shown on Attachment 3:  

1) 99th Illinois Infantry Memorial Historical Marker, east of 492nd St., Florence (Survey ID 
#26) 

2) Ellis Farmstead, 25466 475th St., Pittsfield (Survey ID #1) 
3) Abandoned Bridge over Little Blue Creek (SN 075-0160), north of IL 100/106, Florence 

(Survey ID #4) 
4) Spring Hill Lodge, 25121 492nd St., Florence (Survey ID #25) 
5) Florence Lift Bridge (SN 086-0001) - NRHP eligible, 2012 

 
Copies of the correspondence with SHPO on the determinations of eligibility are included in 
Attachment 1. 
 
Assessment of Effects to Historic Properties in the APE: 
 
The effects of the undertaking on surrounding historic properties has been evaluated though 
application of the Criteria of Adverse Effect at 36 CFR 800.5(a)(2).  An adverse effect occurs when 
an undertaking alters, directly or indirectly, any of the characteristics of an historic property that 
qualify it for inclusion on the NRHP, in a manner that diminishes its integrity, including indirect 
effects that change the historic character, use, or setting of the historic property.  The adverse 
effect may be direct through physical destruction or damage to part or all of the property, alteration 
of the property , removal/relocation or neglect of the property, or where applicable transfer out of 
Federal ownership or control.  Or the adverse effect may be indirect through changes to the 
character or use of its character-defining setting, or through introduction of visual, atmospheric or 
audible elements that alter or diminish the integrity of its character defining elements. 
 
The location of the five identified historic properties, including their NRHP boundaries and their 
relationship to the proposed footprint and design of the chosen alternative, are shown on Figure 2.  
The project will have No Effect to the following historic properties, as they located at outside of the 
500 foot APE for the chosen alternative:  

• Ellis Farmstead (ID #1) 
• The 99th Illinois Infantry Memorial Historical Marker (ID #26),  
• Spring Hill Lodge (ID #25).   
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The remaining two historic properties fall within the APE for the chosen alternative, where direct or 
indirect effects may occur, with the project’s effect to each evaluated below. 
 
Abandoned Bridge over Little Blue Creek (SN 075-0160; #C070):  This structure is a concrete slab 
single span bridge with stone parapet walls, concrete abutments, and stone wing walls supporting 
the creek bed (Photos 1 and 2).  It was built in 1923 to carry new Illinois State Route 36 
(designated US 36 in 1927) over Little Blue Creek.  The bridge was abandoned within fifteen years, 
as by 1938 construction had begun to straighten US 36 for 1.8 miles west of the Illinois River 
(Historic Resource Survey Form, Smith 2018).  The SHPO recommended this bridge NRHP 
eligible in October 2018, and IDOT agreed with this opinion.  Though a common bridge type, it 
would hold significance under Criterion C as an example of a concrete slab bridge with rare stone 
parapet walls.  Its historic property boundary shown on Exhibit 4 is drawn to encircle the bridge, 
wingwalls, and narrow +/- 5 foot buffer.  The bridge is situated in a forested ravine approximately 
60 feet north of IL 100/106 and 45 feet east of Old US 36 Road, and at a 45 degree skew to both of 
these roads.  The south corner of the historic property boundary extends just inside the right-of-
way for IL 100/106.   
 
The proposed reconstruction work to IL 100/106 will shift the centerline of the roadway 
approximately 130 feet to the south of its existing alignment.  Old US 36 Road may be extended to 
connect with the roadway.  Trees will be removed from the right-of-way to allow for the grading and 
roadway construction.  No new right-of-way or easements will be required from the north side of 
the existing right-of-way from the new bridge west to 600 feet west of this location.  
 
The chosen alternative will not remove, alter, change ownership or control, or cause physical 
destruction of all or part of this historic bridge, as no work is proposed to this structure.  Nor will the 
project cause neglect beyond that which has occurred since its abandonment over 80 years ago.  
No visual, atmospheric or audible elements will be introduced by the proposed design that would 
diminish any significant features of its setting. Though trees will be removed to its south, opening 
up this portion of the forest, the right-of-way will be planted with grasses after construction is 
completed.  The forest surrounding the east, north and west sides of the bridge will remain intact.  
The new IL 100/106 roadway will be over 100 feet further distant.     
 
The design for the chosen alternative will not physically damage or diminish the integrity of the 
Abandoned Bridge over Little Blue Creek, nor will it introduce any new elements that will adversely 
alter its setting.  As such, the IL 100/106 River Crossing Project will have No Adverse Effect to this 
historic property.   
 
Florence Lift Bridge (SN 086-0001):  This 9-span, vertical lift, steel through truss bridge (type 315) 
was built in 1929 and rehabilitated in 1981 and 2004 (Photos 3 and 4).  The 3178 foot length 
bridge is comprised of nine Parker through truss spans with the 217 foot long center span lifted 
between two towers to allow for river navigation.  It was built at the location of a ferry to carry newly 
designated US Route 36 over the Illinois River.  US 36 has since be rerouted and it now carries IL 
Routes 100 and 106 over the river.  The Florence Lift Bridge was determined eligible by IDOT in 
September 2012, with SHPO concurrence dated September 10, 2012, as an intact example of a 
rare steel movable lift bridge. 
 
Due to its age and through truss design, the structure does not meet the needs of current vehicular 
and river traffic due to weight and width restrictions.   Recent condition assessments have found 
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multiple elements of the multi-span structure that need repair and replacement.  One of the lift 
towers was found to be structurally unsound in 2012.  Its overall condition and the 9 month closure 
for its repair led to this bridge replacement project.  The bridge was proposed for replacement to 
provide safe and reliable connectivity across the Illinois River for all modes of vehicular traffic, 
facilitate river traffic, and support local and regional economic needs, while meeting current design 
standards. 
 
As fully detailed in the IL 100/106 River Crossing Project Phase I Study Preferred Alternative 
Report, compiled by IDOT District 6, dated August 2019, rehabilitation was considered and 
deemed as not meeting the purpose and need.  The movement of agricultural implements across 
the rover at this location is desired, with the existing bridge too narrow for that purpose.  
Additionally, wider opening is needed to move barge traffic up and down the Illinois River.  Given 
the age of the existing through truss structure, its narrow width, and low height with lift needed to 
allow river traffic underneath the deck, replacement was chosen as the only feasible option.  IDOT 
District 6 reached out to local parties to determine the historic bridge’s potential for reuse either 
onsite or at a new location.  No parties stepped forward to take the bridge for use elsewhere.  No 
bike trails are present or planned for this location, so no reuse onsite is feasible.  As such, the 
existing Florence Lift Bridge will be removed and demolished as part of this undertaking, and the 
Florence Bridge IL 100/106 Project will have an Adverse Effect to this historic property.  
 
Activities to resolve the adverse effect will be chosen in consultation with the SHPO and other 
consulting parties, which will be stipulated in a Memorandum of Agreement and included as a 
commitment in the EA.  
 
Consulting Parties: 
 
In August 2019, letters were sent to five parties to gauge their interest in the project potential effect 
to historic properties and to invite them to be consulting parties: Landmarks Illinois, the Historic 
Bridge Foundation, HistoricBridges.org, the Pike County Historical Society and Museum, and the 
Scott County Historical Society.  Only one party responded, the Historic Bridge Foundation, who 
requested consulting party status.  They will be provided a copy this AOE concurrent with its 
submittal to SHPO along with past correspondence with that office and given the opportunity to be 
involved with the choice of mitigation commitments.  Any comments received from the Historic 
Bridge Foundation will be considered and copied to the SHPO.  Please see copies of this 
correspondence included as Attachment 2. 
 
Summary: 
 
Given the above detailed assessment of effect through the application of the Criteria of Adverse 
Effect, the proposed IL 100/106 Florence Bridge Project will cause physical damage to the 
Florence Lift Bridge through its removal.  As such, the undertaking as designed will have an 
Adverse Effect to this historic property. 
 
If there are any questions concerning this finding of effects to above-ground historic properties, 
please contact me at Elizabeth.Roman@illinois.gov or 217-558-4752. 
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Survey ID #4 
Old IL 100/106 Bridge 
over Little Blue Creek 
(SN 075-0160) Florence Lift Bridge 

(SN 086-0001)

ILLINOIS ROUTE 100-106 RIVER CROSSING PROJECT
AOE - Figure 2

CHOSEN ALTERNATIVE & HISTORIC PROPERTIES

Survey ID #25 & #26 
Spring Hill Lodge & 
99th IL Infantry 
Memorial Historical 
Marker 
Outside APE for Chosen 
Alternative

Survey ID #1 
Ellis Farmstead 
Outside APE for Chosen 
Alternative
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Photo 1: Abandoned Bridge over Little Blue Creek (SN 075-0160) 
View facing NW from IL 100/106 (ISAS, 2018) 

 

Photo 2: Abandoned Bridge over Little Blue Creek (SN 075-0160) 
View facing SW (ISAS 2018)  
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Photo 3: Florence Lift Bridge (SN 086-0001) 
View facing NW (Modjeski & Masters, 2017) 

 

Photo 4: Florence Lift Bridge (SN 086-0001) 
View of lift span facing SW (IDOT District 6, c. 2016) 
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Photo 5: Florence Lift Bridge (SN 086-0001) 
Birds-Eye View facing N (c. 2010 Image courtesy IDOT District 6) 

 
Photo 6: Florence Lift Bridge (SN 086-0001) 
Interior View facing E (IDOT District 6, 2018) 
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Florence Bridge - IL 100/106 River Crossing Project 

IDOT Seq 20790 
 

Assessment of Effects 
 

Attachment 1 -  SHPO Correspondence
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To: Brad Koldehoff 
From: Becky Roman, Architectural Historian 
Subject: IL 100/106 Illinois River Crossing (Florence Bridge) Project 
  IDOT Seq. #20790A, D6, Scott & Pike Counties 
  Area of Potential Effect (APE), Historic Architectural Resources 
Date: April 3, 2018 
 

 
REVISED 
 
The above referenced project involves the replacement of the Illinois River Bridge at Florence 
(SN No. 086-0001).  Four alternatives are being considered, three along the existing alignment 
north of the village of Florence and one on the south side of the village of Florence.  The 
structure is a Steel Moveable Lift Bridge built in 1929 that was determined eligible for the 
National Register of Historic Places in 2012.  It will be rehabbed or replaced with this project, 
depending on the results of the alternatives analysis. 
 
The APE for above-ground, historic architectural resources must be defined to account for all 
areas that would have visual, audible and other indirect effects from any of the four alternatives 
under consideration for this project.  Based on the topography and landscape of the area, and 
the design of the alternatives, each of which include new on/off ramps and relocated state 
routes/bridge approaches, the above-ground APE is defined as a corridor extending 500 feet to 
each side of the centerline of all alignments, narrowed to 150 feet to each side of the centerline 
of existing roadways to be rebuilt as part of the approach work.  All properties that extend into 
the APE will be included in the historic architectural survey. 
 
If there are any questions concerning this APE delineation and justification, please contact me 
at Elizabeth.Roman@illinois.gov or 217-558-4752 
 
 
 
Elizabeth L. (Becky) Roman 
Architectural Historian 
IDOT - Bureau of Design & Environment 
Cultural Resources Unit 
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 Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS,
AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community

Figure 1. FAP 757/IL100/IL106 Illinois River Bridge Replacement at Florence Addendum A( IDOT Sequence No. 20790A).

Location of Historic Architecture APE. Scale 1:26,000. 

Architecture APE Alternatives 4CD, 4A, and 4C Combined

Architecture APE Alternative 5B
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September 28, 2018 
 
Scott & Pike Counties 
Florence 
FAP 757, IL 100/106 
Florence Bridge over the Illinois River 
Bridge Replacement 
IDOT Sequence #20790A 
SHPO Log #004073118 
 
FEDERAL – SECTION 106 PROJECT  
 
Historic Architectural Resources Determination of Eligibility 
 
Mr. Robert F. Appleman 
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer 
Illinois Department of Natural Resources 
Office of Land Management 
Illinois State Historic Preservation Office 
1 Natural Resources Way 
Springfield, Illinois 62702 
 
Dear Mr. Appleman: 
 
The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
propose to replace the bridge that carries IL Route 100/106 over the Illinois River at Florence. Florence 
Bridge (IDOT Structure Number 086-0001) was determined eligible for listing on the National Register of 
Historic Places (NRHP) in September 2012 during consultation with your office for proposed bridge 
repairs. 
 
In continuing coordination with your office, please find enclosed for your review the Historic Resources 
Inventory Survey for the undertaking, completed by Illinois State Archaeological Survey (ISAS) historic 
resources staff.  The Area of Potential Effects (APE) for historic architectural resources used for this study 
was coordinated with your office by letter dated July 31, 2018. The APE encompasses the four 
alternatives that were carried forward for further analysis as part of the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) review process. 
 
The results of the historic resources survey are documented in the attached memorandums with resource 
inventory table with photographs, and Historic Resource Survey Forms (HSRFs) for select resources that 
warranted National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) consideration.  Digital files of this submittal are 
also enclosed to allow for full size review of the photographs embedded in the inventory table and HSRFs 
(see attached CD). Based on the results of this historic resources survey, IDOT has determined that, in 
addition to the eligible bridge, one above-ground historic resource is eligible for the NRHP: the 99th 
Illinois Infantry Memorial Historical Marker located east of 492nd Street, under Criterion A and Criteria 
Consideration F for its association with locations significant to the Civil War period in Pike County and 
early-twentieth century Civil War commemoration. 
 
In coordination with the FHWA, IDOT requests the concurrence of the State Historic Preservation Office 
in our determinations of NRHP eligibility for the Infantry Memorial Marker, in additional to the previously 

 
 2300 South Dirksen Parkway / Springfield, Illinois / 62764 
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determined eligible bridge, which are both therefore subject to protection under Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966.  Assessments of the undertaking’s effect to these two historic 
properties in the APE for the chosen alternative will be completed and coordinated with your office during 
the next phase of this project. 
 
Identification efforts for archaeological resources within the APE for the preferred alternative will be 
conducted once access to the targeted parcels has been secured. Preliminary archaeological 
identification efforts have been completed.  
 
In accordance with 36 CFR Part 800.3(c)(4), the FHWA will proceed to the next step in the Section 106 
process if we do not receive a written response from your office within 30 days. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Brad H. Koldehoff 
Cultural Resources Unit 
Bureau of Design & Environment 
 

BK:br 
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 To:                   Jeff South Attn:   Denny O’Connell 

 From:              Jack Elston      By:   Brad H. Koldehoff 

 Subject:           Historic Architectural Resources Eligibility, Further SHPO Coordination Required  

 Date:               October 23, 2018 
 
 
Scott & Pike Counties 
Florence 
FAP 757, IL 100/106, Florence Bridge over the Illinois River 
Bridge Replacement 
IDOT Sequence #20790A 
SHPO Log #004073118 
 
Coordination has been completed with the Illinois State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) on the 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility of historic architectural resources in the Area of 
Potential Effect (APE) for the alternatives under consideration for this project.  This coordination has 
resulted in four resources being determined eligible for NRHP listing, with the Florence Bridge carrying IL 
100/106 over the Illinois River (SN 086-001) previously determined NRHP eligible on September 10, 
2012.  
 
Attached is a letter from the SHPO supporting our determination of NRHP eligible for one resource and 
identifying three additional resources as eligible for listing on the NRHP.  IDOT in coordination with FHWA 
agrees with their opinion, and in addition to the Florence Bridge has determined the following historic 
architectural resources in the APE as eligible for listing on the NRHP: 

• Ellis Farmstead, 25466 475th Street, Florence (1) 
• Bridge carrying Abandoned US 36 over Little Blue Creek (SN 075-0160), near Florence (4) 
• Spring Hill Lodge, 25121 492nd Street, Florence (25) 
• 99th Illinois Infantry Memorial Historical Marker, near 25121 492nd Street, Florence (26) 

 
The project will have an adverse effect to historic properties due to removal of the Florence Bridge.  
Effects to the other historic properties will be evaluated at a later date once the preferred alternative has 
been chosen.  Please note that direct effects to any of the above-listed four historic properties may lead 
to adverse effects and the need for an Individual 4(f) evaluation.  Direct effects can include right-of-way 
and/or easement takes, not just impacts to buildings and structures. 
 
An abandoned cemetery was identified during the project’s cultural resources studies, the Florence 
Cemetery, located on a hilltop and centered at Lat/Long 39°37'45.84"N / 90°36'46.67"W.  Though 
determined not eligible for listing on the NRHP, this property is protected under the Illinois Human 
Skeletal Remains Protection Act (760 ILCS 100), and complete avoidance of the graves is recommended. 
 

 
Brad H. Koldehoff, RPA 
Cultural Resources Unit, Bureau of Design and Environment 

BK:er 
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Florence Bridge - IL 100/106 River Crossing Project 

IDOT Seq 20790 
 

Assessment of Effects 
 

Attachment 2 -  Consulting Parties
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From: Wavering, Jay M
To: Kitty Henderson
Cc: O"Connell, Dennis M.
Subject: RE: Florence Bridge Project
Date: Monday, August 19, 2019 4:14:00 PM

Ms. Henderson - Thank you for your interest in the Florence Bridge project.  Please note, we have
added the Historic Bridge Foundation to the list of interested consulting parties for the project and
will plan contact you in the near future as we continue the Section 106 process.
 
If you have any additional questions about the project, please let me know.
 
Thanks,
 
 
Jay M. Wavering, P.E.
Project Engineer
Illinois Department of Transportation, District 6
126 E Ash Street
Springfield, IL 62704
Phone: (217) 785-9046
Email: Jay.Wavering@illinois.gov
 
 
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Kitty Henderson <kitty@historicbridgefoundation.com> 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 1:51 PM
To: Wavering, Jay M <Jay.Wavering@illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Florence Bridge Project
 
The Historic Bridge Foundation is in receipt of a letter from Jeffery Myers, asking us if we would like
to be a consulting party on the project.  Since Mr. Meyers did not provide contact information, but
did include your information, I am writing to let you know that the Historic Bridge Foundation would
like to be a consulting party.
 
Any information about upcoming consultation meetings or how Section 106 consultation will be
conducted would be appreciated. 
 
Thank you,
 
Kitty Henderson
Executive Director
Historic Bridge Foundation
PO Box 66245
Austin, Texas 78766
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Hamilton, Meghan

From: Piland, Janis (FHWA) <Janis.Piland@dot.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:33 PM
To: Diane Hunter (dhunter@miamination.com); Andrea Hunter (ahunter@osagenation-

nsn.gov); egreen@sacandfoxcasino.com
Cc: 'Koldehoff, Brad (Brad.Koldehoff@illinois.gov)'; Thomas, Heidi (FHWA); Kohler, Jon-

Paul (FHWA); Stevenson, Jerry (FHWA); Fuller, Matt (FHWA)
Subject: Florence Bridge Illinois - draft Section 106 MOA
Attachments: Exhibit A MOA APE.PDF; Exhibit B SHPO Concur Letters.pdf; Exhibit C MOA DRP.PDF;

DRAFT MOA 3-11-20 Florence Bridge #20790B.DOCX

To Tribes who have expressed interest in the subject project,

The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) plans to construct a new bridge carrying Route 100/106 over
the Illinois River near the village of Florence in Scott and Pike Counties, Illinois using federal-aid highway
funding. IDOT will complete the identification and effects assessment of archaeological resources within the
preferred alignment once they have secured access to those properties. Please note that adverse effects to the
North Florence Mound will be avoided and it will remain in place.

As your Tribe expressed interest in this undertaking, we are offering you the opportunity to review and
comment on the attached draft Section 106 Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). Once any comments have
been appropriately addressed, FHWA, IDOT and the SHPO will sign it. We will then send you the agency
ratified MOA and invite you to sign as a Concurring Party.

Please send comments, if you have any, by April 17, 2020 to me at Janis.Piland@dot.gov or to Mr. Brad
Koldehoff, IDOT Cultural Resources Unit Chief at Brad.Koldehoff@illinois.gov.

Thank you for your interest, and stay well,

Jan

Janis P. Piland, P.E.
Environmental Engineer, FHWA Illinois Division
3250 Executive Park Drive, Springfield, IL 62703
217-492-4989 janis.piland@dot.gov

“Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better.” Albert Einstein
"We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give."  Winston Churchill
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DRAFT 3-11-2020

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
AMONG

THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION,
ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION,

AND
 ILLINOIS STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER,

REGARDING
REPLACEMENT OF THE FLORENCE BRIDGE CARRYING ROUTE 100/106
OVER THE ILLINOIS RIVER IN SCOTT AND PIKE COUNTIES, ILLINOIS

WHEREAS, the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) plans to construct a new bridge
carrying Route 100/106 over the Illinois River near Florence, Illinois in Scott and Pike Counties,
Illinois (Project), IDOT Sequence #20790B; and

WHEREAS, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) may fund the Project thereby
making the Project an undertaking subject to review under Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA), 16 U.S.C. Section 470f, and its implementing regulations, 36 CFR
Part 800; and

WHEREAS, the FHWA has defined the undertaking’s area of potential effects (APE) as the
preferred alignment (shown in Exhibit A as “ESR Addendum B Limits”); and

WHEREAS, the FHWA in consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) has
determined that, except for the Florence Bridge (SN 068-0001), no architectural resources listed
or eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) will be adversely
affected by the Project (Exhibit B). The Florence Bridge was determined eligible for listing on
the NRHP in 2012 because it is one of two remaining lift bridges over the Illinois River; and

WHEREAS, the FHWA and IDOT, in consultation with the SHPO (Exhibit B), shall (1) avoid
adverse impacts and preserve in-place the North Florence Mound (11PK2014), (2) complete the
identification and effects assessment of archaeological resources within the preferred alignment,
once IDOT has secured access to the alignment, and (3) coordinate the identification and effects
assessment of archaeological resources with the SHPO; and

WHEREAS, in accordance with 36 CFR Part 800.4(b)(2), the FHWA and IDOT in coordination
with the SHPO shall implement a staged approach to the identification and effects assessment of
archaeological resources, as IDOT secures access to parcels within the preferred alignment; and

WHEREAS, the FHWA and IDOT invited the following Tribes to enter consultation: Ho-Chunk
Nation, Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska, Iowa Tribe of Oklahoma, Kaw Nation, Kickapoo
Traditional Tribe of Texas, Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Kansas, Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of
Oklahoma, Miami Tribe of Oklahoma, Osage Nation, Peoria Tribe of Indians of Oklahoma,
Citizen Potawatomi Nation, Forest County Potawatomi Community, Potawatomi Hannahville
Indian Community, Pokagon Band of Potawatomi, Prairie Band of Potawatomi Nation, Sac and
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Fox Nation of Oklahoma, Sac and Fox Nation of Missouri, and Sac and Fox Tribe of Mississippi
in Iowa. Three Tribes agreed and are herein known as “Interested Tribes”: Miami Tribe of
Oklahoma, Osage Nation, and Sac and Fox Nation in Kansas; and

WHEREAS, the FHWA and IDOT invited the following entities to participate in consultation:
Historic Bridge Foundation, HistoricBridges.org, Landmarks Illinois, Scott County Historical
Society, and Pike County Historical Society and Museum. The Historic Bridge Foundation has
agreed; and

WHEREAS, the FHWA invited the IDOT to participate in consultation and to become a
signatory to this MOA; and

WHEREAS, the FHWA and IDOT notified the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
(ACHP) of the preparation of this Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) in an email dated
February 27, 2020, and the ACHP declined to participate in a letter dated March 12, 2020; and

WHEREAS, execution and implementation of this MOA evidences that the FHWA has satisfied
its Section 106 responsibilities for the Project; and

NOW, THEREFORE, the FHWA, IDOT, and SHPO agree that the Project shall be
implemented in accordance with the following stipulations to ensure that potential effects on
historic properties are taken into account.

STIPULATIONS

The FHWA, IDOT, and SHPO agree that the following steps will be undertaken for the Project:

I. ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTGATIONS

A. Identification and Evaluation of Resources. Additional archaeological
surveys and test excavations will be conducted by the IDOT in a staged
fashion as access to parcels in the preferred alignment are secured. In
coordination with the SHPO, FHWA, and Interested Tribes the IDOT will
make a good-faith effort to identify archaeological resources and to evaluate
their NRHP eligibility.

B. Mitigation of Adverse Effects. For those sites determined eligible for the
NRHP, the IDOT in coordination with the SHPO, FHWA, and Interested
Tribes will attempt to avoid and minimize potential impacts. When impacts
cannot be avoided, data-recovery excavations will be conducted by the
IDOT. These investigations will follow the data-recovery plans for
prehistoric and historic era habitation sites listed in Exhibit C.

C. Preservation of the North Florence Mound (11PK2014). The IDOT shall
avoid adverse impacts to and preserve in-place in perpetuity the North
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Florence Mound by developing a preservation plan in consultation with the
SHPO, FHWA, and Interested Tribes.

D. Human Remains. If human remains are discovered during the
investigations covered by this MOA, the provisions of the Illinois Human
Skeletal Remains Protection Act (20 ILCS 3440, 17 IAC 4170) and its rules
(the Act), will be followed. No excavation of human remains will be
performed except under the direction of a Certified Skeletal Analyst (17
IAC 4170.300(f)). Disposition of the remains and associated artifacts will
be accomplished as determined under the Act. If the remains are determined
to be Native American, the provisions of the Memorandum of
Understanding regarding Tribal Consultation Requirements for the Illinois
Federal Transportation Program, effective September 19, 2011, will be
followed, and Tribes with an interest in Scott and Pike Counties will be
notified.

II. HISTORIC BRIDGE MITIGATION

A. Historic Illinois Engineering Record (HIER) Level III Recordation.
Prior to beginning of construction activities, the IDOT will complete HIER
level III recordation of the existing Bridge. The IDOT will submit the draft
HIER (95%) to the SHPO, and the IDOT must receive written concurrence
from the SHPO that the draft HIER documentation is acceptable prior to the
IDOT initiating demolition of the Bridge. The IDOT will ensure the final
HIER (100%) documentation is submitted to the SHPO for review and
approval.

B. Video Documentation and Dissemination. The IDOT in consultation with
the SHPO shall develop a video summarizing the history of the lift bridges
over the Illinois River, and the video will be made available in a format
easily accessible to the public and historic bridge enthusiasts.

III. PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

For the purpose of implementing this MOA, the IDOT shall continue to employ
departmental staff with qualifications that meet the requirements of 36 CFR Part 61,
Appendix A.  The IDOT shall ensure that the professional staff responsible for the
implementation of the mitigation measures meet the requirements of 36 CFR Part 61,
Appendix A.

IV. DURATION

This MOA will be null and void if its stipulations are not carried out within five (5) years
from the date of its execution.  In such an event, the FHWA shall so notify the parties to
this MOA and, if it chooses to continue with the Project, then it shall reinitiate review of
the Project in accordance with 36 CFR Part 800.
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V. POST REVIEW DISCOVERIES

A. Procedures for an Unanticipated Discovery of Human Remains and
Burials.  In the case of an unanticipated discovery of human remains or
burials on Federal land, the IDOT will follow the procedures outlined by
the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, as amended
(43 CFR 10, Subpart B), and pursuant to the Archaeological Resources
Protection Act of 1979 (43 CFR 7). In the event of an unanticipated
discovery of human remains or burials on non-Federal lands during the
IDOT construction activities, the IDOT will comply with 20 Illinois
Compiled Statutes 3440/0.01, et seq. (Human Skeletal Remains Protection
Act) and follow these procedures:

(a) Upon encountering human remains or an unmarked human burial
during ground disturbing construction activities, the IDOT will ensure that
the construction contractor immediately stops work within a one hundred
fifty (150) foot radius from the point of discovery. The IDOT will ensure
that the construction contractor implements interim measures to protect
the discovery from vandalism and looting but must not remove or
otherwise disturb any human remains or other items in the immediate
vicinity of the discovery.

(b) Immediately following receipt of such notification, the IDOT will
ensure that construction activities have halted within a one hundred fifty
(150) foot radius from the point of discovery and assume responsibility for
implementing additional measures, as appropriate, to protect the discovery
from looting and vandalism until the requirements of state law have been
completed.

(c) The IDOT will determine if the skeletal remains are human, the degree
to which they were disturbed, and, if possible, assess their potential age
and cultural affiliation without any further disturbance.

(d) The IDOT will notify the county coroner, Illinois Human Skeletal
Remains Protection Act coordinator, and SHPO within forty-eight (48)
hours of the discovery.

(e) Within seventy-two (72) hours after notification the county coroner
will determine jurisdiction. If the remains are older than one hundred
(100) years, the county coroner will notify the Human Skeletal Remains
Protection Act coordinator and SHPO.

(f) The Human Skeletal Remains Protection Act coordinator is responsible
for notifying the FHWA and IDOT within twenty-four (24) hours of its
findings.
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(g) If it is determined that intact or fragmented human remains are present
the IDOT will consult with the Human Skeletal Remains Protection Act
coordinator, SHPO, FHWA, and other interested parties regarding
additional measures to avoid and protect or mitigate the adverse effect of
the Project on the human remains and burial site. These measures may
include:

i. formal archaeological evaluation of the site;
ii. if the remains are determined to be Native American,

consultation with appropriate Tribes will be required;
iii. visits to the site by the SHPO and other interested parties;
iv. exploration of potential alternatives to avoid the human

remains or burial;
v. for Native American remains, implementation of a

mitigation plan by the IDOT in consultation with
appropriate Tribes, including procedures for disinterment
and re-interment;

vi. implementation of the mitigation plan; and
vii. The FHWA approval to resume construction following

completion of the fieldwork component of the mitigation
plan.

B. Procedures for an Unanticipated Discovery of Historic Properties. In
the event of an unanticipated discovery of historic properties during the
IDOT construction activities, the IDOT will follow these procedures:

(a) The construction contractor must immediately stop all
construction activity within a one hundred fifty (150) foot radius of
the discovery, notify the IDOT of the discovery and implement
interim measures to protect the discovery from looting and
vandalism. Within forty-eight (48) hours of receipt of this
notification of the discovery, the IDOT shall:

i. inspect the work site to determine the extent of the
discovery and ensure that construction activities have
halted;

ii.  clearly mark the area of the discovery;
iii. implement additional measures, as appropriate, to protect

the discovery from looting and vandalism; and
iv. notify the FHWA, the SHPO, and other interested parties of

the discovery.

(b) The IDOT/FHWA will have seven (7) business days following
notification to determine the National Register eligibility of the discovery
after considering the filed comments of the SHPO and other interested
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parties. The IDOT/FHWA may assume the newly discovered property to
be eligible for the National Register for the purposes of Section 106
pursuant to 36 CFR§ 800.13(c)

(c)  If the find is determined to be potentially significant the IDOT will
consult with the SHPO and other interested parties regarding appropriate
measures for site treatment. For properties determined eligible for the
NRHP, the IDOT/FHWA will notify the SHPO and other interested
parties, of those actions for which it proposes to resolve adverse effects.
The SHPO and other interested parties will have seven (7) business days
to provide their views on the proposed actions to resolve adverse effects.
These measures may include:

i. formal archaeological evaluation of the site;
ii. visits to the site by the SHPO and other interested parties;
iii. exploration of potential alternatives to avoid the site;
iv. preparation of a mitigation plan by the IDOT in

consultation with other interested parties for approval by
the SHPO;

v. implementation of a mitigation plan; and
vi. The FHWA approval to resume construction following

completion of the fieldwork component of the mitigation
plan.

(d) If the find is determined to be either isolated or completely disturbed
by construction activities, the IDOT will consult with the SHPO and other
interested parties prior to resuming construction.

(e) Dispute Resolution: The FHWA will seek and take into account the
recommendations of the ACHP in resolving any disagreements that may
arise regarding determination of effects.

VI. DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Should any signatory to this MOA object at any time to any actions proposed or the manner
in which the terms of this MOA are implemented, the FHWA shall consult with such party
to resolve the objection.  If the FHWA determines that such objection cannot be resolved,
the FHWA will:

A. Forward all documentation relevant to the dispute, including the FHWA’s
proposed resolution, to the ACHP. The ACHP shall provide the FHWA with its
advice on the resolution of the objections within thirty days of receiving adequate
documentation. Prior to reaching a final decision on the dispute, the FHWA shall
prepare a written response that takes into account any timely advice or comments
regarding the dispute from the ACHP and signatories and provide them with a
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copy of this written response. The FHWA will then proceed according to its final
decision.

B. If the ACHP does not provide its advice regarding the dispute within thirty (30)
days, the FHWA may make a final decision on the dispute and proceed
accordingly. Prior to reaching such a final decision, the FHWA shall prepare a
written response that takes into account any timely comments regarding the
dispute from the signatories to the MOA and provide them and the ACHP with a
copy of such written response.

C. The FHWA’s responsibility to carry out all other actions subject to the terms of
this MOA that are not the subject of the dispute remain unchanged.

VII. AMENDMENTS

This MOA may be amended when such an amendment is agreed to in writing by all
signatories. The amendment will be effective on the date a copy signed by all of the
signatories is filed with the ACHP.

VIII. TERMINATION

If any signatory to this MOA determines that its terms will not or cannot be carried out,
that party shall immediately consult with the other parties to attempt to develop an
amendment.  If within thirty days an amendment cannot be reached, any signatory may
terminate the MOA upon written notification to the other signatories.  Once the MOA is
terminated and prior to work continuing on the undertaking, the FHWA must request, take
into account, and respond to the comments of the ACHP under 36 CFR § 800.7. The
FHWA shall notify the signatories as to the course of action it will pursue.

Execution of this MOA by the FHWA, SHPO, and IDOT, and the implementation of its terms
evidence that the FHWA has taken into account the effects of this undertaking on historic
properties and afforded the ACHP an opportunity to comment.

[signature pages follow]
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
AMONG

THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION,
ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION,

AND
 ILLINOIS STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER,

REGARDING
REPLACEMENT OF THE FLORENCE BRIDGE CARRYING ROUTE 100/106
OVER THE ILLINOIS RIVER IN SCOTT AND PIKE COUNTIES, ILLINOIS

(Signatory)

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

By: _______________________________________   Date: _____________________________

Print Name: ____________________________________________________________

Title:___________________________________________________________________
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
AMONG

THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION,
ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION,

AND
 ILLINOIS STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER,

REGARDING
REPLACEMENT OF THE FLORENCE BRIDGE CARRYING ROUTE 100/106
OVER THE ILLINOIS RIVER IN SCOTT AND PIKE COUNTIES, ILLINOIS

(Signatory)

ILLINOIS STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER

By: _______________________________________   Date: _____________________________

Print Name: ____________________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________________________________
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
AMONG

THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION,
ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION,

AND
 ILLINOIS STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER,

REGARDING
REPLACEMENT OF THE FLORENCE BRIDGE CARRYING ROUTE 100/106
OVER THE ILLINOIS RIVER IN SCOTT AND PIKE COUNTIES, ILLINOIS

 (Invited Signatory)

ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

By: _______________________________________   Date: _____________________________

Print Name: ____________________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________________________________
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
AMONG

THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION,
ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION,

AND
 ILLINOIS STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER,

REGARDING
REPLACEMENT OF THE FLORENCE BRIDGE CARRYING ROUTE 100/106
OVER THE ILLINOIS RIVER IN SCOTT AND PIKE COUNTIES, ILLINOIS

 (Concurring Party)

MIAMI TRIBE OF OKALAHOMA

By: _______________________________________   Date: _____________________________

Print Name: ____________________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________________________________
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
AMONG

THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION,
ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION,

AND
 ILLINOIS STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER,

REGARDING
REPLACEMENT OF THE FLORENCE BRIDGE CARRYING ROUTE 100/106
OVER THE ILLINOIS RIVER IN SCOTT AND PIKE COUNTIES, ILLINOIS

 (Concurring Party)

OSAGE NATION

By: _______________________________________   Date: _____________________________

Print Name: ____________________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________________________________
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
AMONG

THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION,
ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION,

AND
 ILLINOIS STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER,

REGARDING
REPLACEMENT OF THE FLORENCE BRIDGE CARRYING ROUTE 100/106
OVER THE ILLINOIS RIVER IN SCOTT AND PIKE COUNTIES, ILLINOIS

 (Concurring Party)

SAC AND FOX NATION IN KANSAS

By: _______________________________________   Date: _____________________________

Print Name: ____________________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________________________________
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EXHIBIT C 
 

PART A: STANDARD DATA RECOVERY PLAN 
FOR PREHISTORIC SITES 

 
Introduction 

 
 The Illinois State Archaeological Survey (ISAS), a joint program of the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) and the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT), 
prepared this data recovery plan for the archaeological mitigation of prehistoric habitation sites.  
This plan was developed in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and 
Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic Preservation (48 FR 44716), and “The Treatment of 
Archaeological Properties” published in 1980 by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.  
All procedures outlined in this plan are implemented using standard ISAS techniques, which are 
outlined in ISAS Field Manual 2005: Standard ISAS Field Procedures for Phase I, II and III 
Archaeological Investigations. 
 The IDOT and the Illinois State Historic Preservation Officer have jointly determined 
that the prehistoric sites to be investigated with this recovery plan are eligible for the National 
Register of Historic Places under Criterion D and that these sites may not be avoided by the 
proposed project. 
 

Natural Setting 
 

 The natural setting for archaeological sites excavated under this data recovery plan will 
be examined (prior to conducting further excavation) in the appropriate existing documentation 
(such as the Geological Survey Soil Survey) and in the field.  A verbal description of the natural 
setting will accompany maps and photographs in the final reporting of the site. 
 

Summary of Previous Investigations 
 

 In general, sites to be investigated under this data recovery plan were recorded by ISAS 
personnel during the Phase I survey of the proposed project area.  When necessary, existing 
archaeological and historical property lists will be consulted and oral histories conducted to fully 
develop a site’s history and aid in locating possible features and an understanding of a site’s 
stratigraphy and distribution across the landscape.  Phase I testing at the site will have revealed 
the presence of intact cultural material and the site’s potential to significantly contribute to our 
understanding of the prehistory of this area in order to warrant additional investigation. 
 

Research Design 
 

 The data generated by excavations at the prehistoric site(s) will be used to examine at 
least three topics: (1) chronology; (2) technology; and (3) subsistence practices.  Insights into 
changing patterns of community organization may also be granted, as may insights into changes 
in social organization.  The data recovered will then be compared to data from other regional 
sites. 
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1. Chronology.  It is expected that the recovered artifact assemblage at the prehistoric site(s) 
will suggest the presence of at least one cultural component (such as the 
Mississippian or Late Woodland).  Insights into more precise time spans at both sites 
can be gained through analysis of point and ceramic styles, as well as the acquisition 
of charcoal samples for radiocarbon analysis. 

2. Technology.  The lithic artifacts recovered from the prehistoric site(s) are expected to 
reflect the inhabitant’s use of this material for a variety of tasks involved in procuring 
and processing resources.  Analysis of the lithic assemblage will identify raw 
materials, heating stage, overall stages of tool manufacture, and lithic reduction 
strategies.  Analysis of the ceramics, if ceramics are recovered, may also aid in the 
identification of pottery manufacturing processes. 

3. Subsistence.  If plant and animal remains are recovered at the prehistoric site(s), 
standardized flotation samples will be collected and analyzed from excavated feature 
fills to identify patterns of plant and animal use by the site inhabitants.  These data 
will be used in the interpretation of seasonality and site function. 

 
Mitigation Plan 

 
 Investigations will be conducted in compliance with the National Historic Preservation 
Act of 1966, as amended, and will be carried out by ISAS archaeologists who meet the Secretary 
of the Interior’s professional qualification standards (48 FR 447838-9).  In designing and 
carrying out the work, ISAS staff will also take into account the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation’s publication on the “Treatment of Archaeological Properties.” 
 Standard ISAS methods (as outlined in the ISAS Field Manual 2005) will be employed in 
all aspects of the data recovery.  Portions of the plow zone at the site(s) will be removed; if 
warranted, a backhoe with a smooth-bladed bucket will likewise be utilized to carefully remove 
the plow zone at the site(s) in test trenches to recover artifacts, reveal features, and more fully 
investigate site stratigraphy. 
 If features are encountered, the archaeological studies will be conducted following the 
standard ISAS excavation techniques described in the ISAS Field Manual 2005.  Any features 
encountered will be mapped by hand and tied into the site maps with an electronic transit.  After 
plan mapping, features will be bisected along their long axis with hand tools (shovels and 
trowels).  The subsequent profile will be mapped and photographed. Generally, the first half of 
each pit feature will be excavated as a single unit, with all artifacts bagged together; flotation 
samples generally will not be collected from the first halves of features.  The second half of each 
pit will be excavated by fill zones identified in profile, with artifacts and flotation samples 
collected accordingly and screened with ¼-inch hardware cloth as appropriate.  At least one 10-
liter flotation sample will be collected from each zone. Charcoal-rich zones will be more 
intensively sampled. 
 Human remains are not expected to be found during the excavations; however, if 
encountered, the remains will be mapped and removed in accordance with all procedures and 
guidelines associated with the Illinois Human Skeletal Remains Protection Act (20 ILCS 3440, 
17 IAC 4170). Disposition of the human remains and any burial artifacts will be accomplished 
under the provisions of the Act. 
 In the laboratory, all lithic artifacts will be washed, labeled and analyzed by ISAS 
personnel at the appropriate Survey Division office.  Botanical, zoological and human remains 
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will be analyzed by specialists at ISAS’s main office at the University of Illinois or by qualified 
consultants. 
 All archaeological reports resulting from the project will comply with contemporary 
standards, including the Secretary of the Interior’s “Standards for Final Reports of Data 
Recovery Programs” (42 FR 5377-79).  The ISAS will also insure that all final archaeological 
reports are presented in a format acceptable to the Illinois State historic Preservation Officer 
(SHPO) following Illinois SHPO guidelines on report preparation, and that all such reports are 
presented in a format acceptable to the National Park Service for possible peer review and 
submission to the National Technical Information Service (NTIS).  This report will be submitted 
to the Illinois DOT and IHPA in a timely manner after the completion of all field and laboratory 
investigations. 
 

Curation 
 

All artifactual materials, records, photographs and other data associated with this project will be 
curated at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and managed by ISAS in accordance 
with federal standards as outlined in 36 CFR Part 79 

 
 
 
 

PART B: STANDARD DATA RECOVERY PLAN 
FOR HISTORIC SITES 

 
Introduction 

The Illinois State Archaeological Survey (ISAS), a joint program of the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) and the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT), 
prepared this data recovery plan for the archaeological mitigation of historic sites. This plan 
was developed in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines 
for Archaeology and Historic Preservation (48 FR 44716), and “The Treatment of 
Archaeological Properties” published in 1980 by the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation. All procedures outlined in this plan are implemented using standard ISAS 
techniques, which are outlined in ISAS Field Manual 2005: Standard ISAS Field Procedures 
for Phase I, II, and III Archaeological Investigations. 

The IDOT and Illinois State Historic Preservation Officer have jointly determined that the 
historic sites to be investigated with this recovery plan are eligible for the National Register 
of Historic Places (NRHP) under Criterion D and that these sites may not be avoided by the 
proposed project. 

 

Natural Setting 
The natural setting for archaeological sites excavated under this data recovery plan will be 
examined (prior to conducting further excavation) in the appropriate existing documentation 
and in the field. A verbal description of the natural setting will accompany maps and 
photographs in the final reporting of the site. Midwestern archaeological studies have noted a 
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preference among early Euro-American pioneers to build their first homes along timber-
prairie borders. Environmental factors, such as protection from the elements and proximity to 
timber, water, and wild animal resources, and cultural factors, such as origin of the settler 
and proximity to roads, both affect the placement of early settlement homes and farms. 
General Land Office survey and plat maps, coupled with native vegetation information from 
county soil surveys, assist in the reconstruction of local environments during the early 
settlement era. In much of the State, survey maps were created prior to and immediately 
following the initial Euro-American settlement. Government land transfer and original land 
entries/patents provide information about locations of early settlements. Further information 
from county history books, census data, and assorted primary source documents such as 
letters and diaries can also assist in reconstruction of the environmental and cultural factors 
affecting individual and group settlement. Aerial photographs and modern maps (US 
Geological Survey, USDA soil survey, etc.) provide documentation of more recent 
environmental conditions.  

 

Summary of Previous Investigations 
 In general, sites to be investigated under this data recovery plan were recorded by ISAS 
personnel during the Phase I survey of the proposed project area. When necessary, existing 
archaeological and historical property lists will be consulted and oral histories conducted to 
fully develop a site’s history and aid in locating possible features and an understanding of a 
site’s stratigraphy and distribution across the landscape. Phase I testing at the site will have 
revealed the presence of intact cultural material and the site’s potential to significantly 
contribute to the history of this area in order to warrant additional investigation. 

 

Research Design 
 The data generated by excavations at the historic site(s) will be used to examine at least 
three broad topics: (1) settlement patterns and land distribution; (2) architecture; and (3) 
subsistence practices. Insights into changing patterns of community organization may also be 
gained, as may insights into changes in social organization and subscription to mass-produced 
goods. The data recovered will then be compared with that from other regional sites. 
 

1. Settlement Patterns and Land Distribution. The mitigation of historic sites 
requires the study of patterns of settlement by the pioneers who came to Illinois. The 
types of sites, their location, number and distribution, all provide important 
information on early settlement patterns and how they influenced later land 
development and settlement. In order to understand these settlement patterns, detailed 
artifact and archival information is required to determine the age, type, and function 
of specific sites. In addition, data indicating when specific features originated and any 
transformations in function through time is also needed. Inter- and intra-spatial 
orientation of structures and features must also be studied.  

 
2. Architecture.  Building techniques and architectural forms can reflect ethnic identity, 

stylistic concerns, economic status, and the relative availability of local and imported 
construction materials. Intact structures dating from the era of earliest Euro-American 
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settlement are comparatively scarce, as many buildings have been abandoned, 
dismantled, or otherwise destroyed and/or replaced by more recent construction. 
Early structures are generally poorly documented and specific details regarding their 
construction are not available. Intact subsurface remains provide information on 
dwelling size and shape and details of cellar and footing construction. The 
distribution of hardware, wood, glass, and other structural items within and around 
the foundation fill offers clues to the appearance of the superstructure. Exposure and 
detailed mapping of complete foundations is necessary to document the size, 
orientation, and shape of the dwelling. The construction materials employed need to 
be identified along with their likely places of origin. Measured plan views, profiles, 
and photographs of structural features will provide details on construction techniques. 
Horizontal and vertical provenience data on other structural remains will aid in the 
interpretation of aspects of the building superstructure. 

 
3. Subsistence. Subsistence in early Euro-American farmsteads was based largely on 

foods produced directly for household consumption. With limited transportation 
systems and access to processed flour, wheat was an important crop. Water-powered 
gristmills were among the earliest important industries. Hogs were important sources 
of meat, cattle provided milk and butter, and chickens were commonly kept for eggs. 
Fruit trees and vegetable gardens were also important sources of food on many 
nineteenth century farms. In addition to these homegrown foods, wild plants and 
animals supplemented the diet. Deer, various small game mammals, fish, waterfowl, 
and wild turkey were common, along with wild nuts and fruits, which were 
seasonally available. Flotation samples taken from feature contexts should provide 
abundant evidence of subsistence. Identification of carbonized and uncarbonized 
plant remains will document the range of wild, domestic, and exotic plant species 
present. Wild, domesticated, and imported animal resources will be identified through 
the analysis of faunal remains recovered from flotation samples, as well as larger 
specimens recovered through standard excavation procedures. 

 
Mitigation Plan 

Investigations will be conducted in compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act 
of 1966, as amended, and will be carried out by ISAS archaeologists who meet the Secretary 
of the Interior’s professional qualifications standards (48-FR-447838-9). In designing and 
carrying out the work, ISAS staff will also take into account the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation’s publication on the “Treatment of Archeological Properties.” 

Standard ISAS methods (as outlined in the ISAS Field Manual 2005) will be employed in all 
aspects of the data recovery. A standard controlled surface collection grid (generally 
comprised of 10x10m collection units) will also be used, where possible, as the basis for a 
gridded metal detector survey to recover that class of artifacts. These individual grid cells 
will also form the parameters for subsequent machine-aided excavation units, which will be 
removed in an incremental fashion to increase the artifact sample from the site. Experience 
indicates that a significant percentage of the historic artifacts from a given site are located in 
the plow zone and this material, if collected systematically, can provide information about 
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the location of activity loci that are generally not represented by subsurface features (i.e. 
barnyard activities).  

Given this type of systematic plow zone sampling approach, hand excavated units will be 
used more sparingly on 19th century historic period sites, because intact subsurface deposits 
are generally rare outside the limits of subterranean facilities. Thus, adequate artifact samples 
can typically be derived from surface collection, metal surveys, feature excavation, and 
systematically collected, standard sized machine excavation blocks. However, more rigorous 
plow zone and A-Horizon sampling, including dry or water screening and bulk flotation 
sample collection, will be undertaken on sites believed to be attributable to historic Indian, 
French, and very early British/American period components to amass adequate samples and 
recover micro-artifacts, such as glass beads. 

Due to the large size of many historic cellars and the extremely deep nature of some water 
collection facilities, standard ISAS excavation protocols allow these features to be sampled 
as opposed to completely excavated. The cellars will be excavated in quarters (similar to 
prehistoric structures) so that both the long and short axis profiles can be mapped and 
documented. Deeper features, such as wells and cisterns, will typically only be sampled to a 
reasonable depth (ca. one to two meters) because their absolute limits often cannot be 
established through hand excavation given personal safety considerations. The overall depths 
of these features may be assessed through additional hand probing or machine trenching once 
the hand-excavated samples have been removed. Such sampling strategies, however, must 
obtain an adequate artifact assemblage and other forms of information to determine the 
feature’s temporal placement and construction techniques. In addition, historic posts will be 
mapped in plan view, but only a subset may be formally excavated depending upon the 
number encountered and their relationship to other site features. Any posts that are not 
excavated will be hand-probed to assess their overall depth. 

While not expected, should historic mortuary sites or features be encountered, the remains 
will be mapped and removed in accordance with all procedures and guidelines associated 
with the Illinois Human Skeletal Remains Protection Act (HSRPA, 20 ILCS 3440, 17 IAC 
4170) and detailed in the ISAS excavation manual (ISAS 2005). Disposition of the human 
remains and any burial artifacts will be accomplished under the provisions of the Act. 

In the laboratory, all artifacts will be washed, cleaned, labeled, and sorted by ISAS personnel at 
the appropriate Survey Division office, following standard ISAS procedures (ISAS 2005). 
Botanical, zoological, and historical materials will then be analyzed by ISAS specialists at the 
University of Illinois or by qualified consultants.  

All archaeological reports resulting from the project will comply with contemporary standards, 
including the Secretary of the Interior’s “Standards for Final Reports of Data Recovery 
Programs” (42-FR-5377-79). The ISAS will also insure that all final archeological reports are 
presented in a format acceptable to the Illinois State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), 
following Illinois SHPO guidelines on report preparation, and that all such reports are presented 
in a format acceptable to the National Park Service for possible peer review and submission to 
the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). These reports will be submitted to the 
Illinois DOT and the IHPA in a timely manner after the completion of all field and laboratory 
investigations. 
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Curation 
All artifactual materials, records, photographs, and other data associated with this project will be 
curated at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and managed by the ISAS in 
accordance with federal standards as outlined in 36 CFR, Part 79. 
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The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has determined that this project meets all 
requirements for processing under the Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation and 
Approval for FHWA Projects that Necessitate the Use of Historic Bridges, approved on 
July 5, 1983. This determination is based on the attached documentation which has 
been independently evaluated by FHWA and determined to adequately and accurately 
discuss the Section 4(f) considerations of this project. Accordingly, FHWA gives Section 
4(f) approval under the Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation for FHWA Projects that 
Necessitate the Use of Historic Bridges for the proposed replacement of the Florence 
Bridge over the Illinois River (Structure No. 086-0001), which is eligible for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________    ________________________________ 

Date       For Federal Highway Administration 
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1.0 Programmatic Section 4(f) Applicability 
 
The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) proposes to replace the existing lift bridge on 
Illinois Routes 100 and 106 (IL 100/106) over the Illinois River (Florence Bridge) at the 
Scott/Pike County Line, near Florence, Illinois. The project consists of the removal and 
replacement of the Florence Bridge, as well as the adjoining roadway approaches. The 
proposed project will construct a new bridge 300 feet south of where the existing bridge is 
currently located (see Section 7.1 for the project location and termini). 
 
The Florence Bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and 
is therefore accorded protection under Section 4(f). The bridge is eligible under Criterion C for 
its engineering significance as a vertical lift through truss bridge. The bridge was determined 
NRHP-eligible in September 2012 during IDOT consultation with the State Historic Preservation 
Office (SHPO) for proposed bridge repairs, as documented in a letter issued by IDOT’s Cultural 
Resources Unit of the Bureau of Design and Environment on September 10, 2012 (see 
Appendix “Documentation of Correspondence with Illinois SHPO” for the letter). 
 
This Section 4(f) report contains information that describes the project’s purpose and need, 
alternatives considered and evaluated for use of the existing bridge, findings, and measures to 
minimize harm proposed for the use. 
 
The “Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) Projects that Necessitate the Use of Historic Bridges” is applicable to this project based 
on the project meeting the following criteria: 
 

1. The bridge is to be replaced or rehabilitated with Federal funds. 

2. The project will require the use of a historic bridge which is on or is eligible for listing 
on the National Register of Historic Places. 

3. The bridge is not a National Historic Landmark. 

4. The FHWA Division Administrator determines that the facts of the project match 
those set forth in the sections of this document labeled Alternatives, Findings, and 
Mitigation. 

5. Agreement among the FHWA, the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), and 
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) has been reached through 
procedures pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
(NHPA). 

2.0 Project Description 
 

The existing Florence Bridge directly connects the cities of Pittsfield and Winchester, as well as 
other communities in both Pike and Scott Counties. Local businesses, farmers, and industries 
from nearby communities including Florence, Glasgow, Pearl, and Detroit also rely on the bridge 
to transport goods, supplies, equipment, and workers. IL 100 is a north-south route in west 
central Illinois paralleling the Illinois River from south of Canton to Alton. IL 106 is an east-west 
route in west central Illinois running between East Hannibal and White Hall. Both routes share 
the same alignment from Detroit in Pike County to approximately two miles east of the Illinois 
River in Scott County. Florence is the location where IL 100/106 crosses the Illinois River.  
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The Florence Bridge and I-72, located four miles to the north, play critical roles in supporting 
each other, while providing essential services and connections to other infrastructure systems. 
The nearest alternative to crossing the Illinois River at Florence is I-72 for permitted vehicles, 
whereas the nearest alternative for users not permitted to use I-72 (farm machinery, pedestrians 
and bicyclists) is IL 104 at Meredosia approximately 20 miles north. 
 

2.1 Description of Existing Bridge 
 
The existing Florence Bridge was constructed in 1929 and opened for service in 1930. It is 
3,178 feet in length with a total of 38 spans and 37 piers. There is one 217-foot movable lift 
span to allow river navigation. There are four truss spans to the west of the lift span and four 
truss spans and 29 steel beam concrete deck type approach spans to the east. The bridge 
deck, comprised of open steel grating on the movable lift span, has two 11.5-foot wide travel 
lanes (one lane each way) and no shoulders, for a total roadway deck width of 23 feet. The river 
navigation horizontal clearance is 202 feet.  

 
The bridge deck is in overall satisfactory condition and the lift span is in very good condition due 
to a major rehabilitation in 2004. However, the remainder of the superstructure contains 
substantial section loss. The substructure (piers, abutments, and footings) is in overall fair 
condition. 

 
2.2 Purpose of the Proposed Project 
 
The purpose of the project is to provide safe and reliable connectivity across the Illinois River for 
all modes of traffic, facilitate improved river navigation, and support local and regional economic 
needs, while meeting current design standards and minimizing impacts to the environment and 
surrounding area. 

 
2.3 Need of the Proposed Project 
 
The project is needed because the existing Florence Bridge is at the end of its useful service 
life. The bridge has undergone extensive repairs throughout the last 20 years, which extended 
the service life 15 years beyond its original 75-year design life. Since its construction in 1929, 
vehicular use, weather, and salt applications have caused deterioration to the structural steel 
and concrete that forms the piers and deck. Repairs are becoming exceedingly costly, more 
frequent, and will eventually be infeasible. The bridge is a major transportation connector for the 
area, as it currently carries approximately 1,500 vehicles daily. When the bridge is closed for 
repairs, the detours include at least 32 miles of adverse travel. 

 
Three principal needs for this project were identified: 

 
 Design Standards. The existing Florence Bridge does not meet current design 

standards. The minimum required deck width is 32 feet. The existing structure has a 23-
foot width that accommodates two traffic lanes with no shoulders. The bridge cannot 
safely accommodate farm equipment, disabled vehicles, or bicycles. Furthermore, wide 
farm implements impede traffic in both directions while crossing the bridge. 

 
 Bridge Condition. Vehicular use, weather, and salt applications have, over time, caused 

deterioration to the structural steel and concrete that form the piers and deck. The bridge 
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has undergone extensive repairs throughout the last 20 years, some resulting in long-
term closures. The repairs have extended the service life 15 years beyond its original 
75-year design life. It is at the end of its repairable life. 

 
The bridge was last inspected in February 2019. While the bridge deck is in overall 
satisfactory condition, the superstructure is in overall critical condition due to deicing 
chemicals, moisture, and debris accumulation, as well as the narrow deck geometry 
contributing to on-going vehicle collisions to truss members. Heavy section loss has 
occurred on truss lower chords, floor beam web, stringers in fixed and lift truss spans 
and approach span web bearing areas. The protective paint system has failed 
throughout, and there is advanced section loss on primary structural members in both 
fixed and lift spans. The substructure is in overall fair condition, with some delamination 
and spalling of concrete in the piers and abutments. The underwater portion of the 
substructure units is in fair condition, with portions of footings exposed as well as some 
level of scour noted at two piers. 

 
 River Navigation Clearance. The existing Florence Bridge navigation channel offers a 

horizontal clearance of 202 feet. Three-wide barge tows are commonly used on this 
section of Illinois River at the Florence Bridge. When centered through the opening, a 
three-wide barge tow is approximately 105 feet wide and allows less than 50 feet of 
clearance on either side of the barge tow to the bridge’s pier protection cells. When the 
river is approaching flood stage (elevation 431 feet and above), it is more difficult to 
accurately steer barge tows through the opening, especially in the downstream direction, 
because the river moves with more velocity and barges are more difficult to steer in the 
downstream direction. Data from the nearest U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Illinois River 
level gauge at Valley City, four miles upstream, show the mean monthly river elevation 
was above flood stage for 22 months over a 10-year period from 2009 to 2019.   

 
There have been numerous strikes of the existing Florence Bridge and its pier protection 
cells by river vessels. Approximately 80 strikes have occurred from 2000 to 2016. Due to 
the multiple incidents requiring bridge repairs and closure, there is a need to provide 
adequate horizontal clearance for river traffic. 
 

3.0 Alternatives and Findings 
 
Four options were considered as potential alternatives for the existing structure. The evaluation 
of each potential alternative was made based on the alternative’s ability to fulfill the purpose and 
need for this project and to determine whether each alternative is feasible and prudent. 
Although this structure is considered historic, it must meet current regulatory standards to 
remain a functional part of the transportation system and ensure public safety. 
 
3.1 Alternative 1A: Do Nothing 
 
Under the Do Nothing alternative, the existing Florence Bridge would remain in place with no 
improvements made and its historic features would be retained. Only routine repairs and 
maintenance would be provided as needed. 

 
Finding: The Do Nothing alternative ignores the basic transportation need. For the following 
reasons, this alternative is not feasible and prudent: 
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1. Maintenance – The Do Nothing alternative would continue to require operational costs 

associated with raising and lowering the lift span, as well as maintaining the existing 
Florence Bridge in a state of good repair. Normal maintenance is not considered 
adequate to address the bridge’s deteriorated condition or the need for adequate 
clearance for river traffic to avoid river vessel strikes to the piers. 
 

2. Safety – The Do Nothing alternative does not correct the structural deficiencies, the 
existing narrow navigational width, or the substandard geometric conditions of the 
existing Florence Bridge. It does not meet the project purpose and need to provide safe 
and reliable connectivity across the Illinois River for all modes of traffic. 

 
Because of these deficiencies, the bridge poses serious and unacceptable safety 
hazards to the traveling public or places intolerable restriction on transport and travel. 

 
3.2 Alternative 1B: Rehabilitate the Existing Structure Without Affecting the Historic 

Integrity of the Existing Bridge 
 
Under Alternative 1B, the existing Florence Bridge would undergo a major rehabilitation attempt 
to address its structural deficiencies and would allow the bridge to retain its historic integrity.  

 
Finding: Studies to substantially rehabilitate the Florence Bridge were completed, but for the 
following reasons, this alternative is not feasible and prudent, and it does not satisfy the 
project’s purpose and need: 

 
1. Rehabilitation would not eliminate the lift span without affecting the historic integrity of 

the bridge. 
 

2. Rehabilitation would not address the existing inadequate narrow navigational width and 
structural/geometric deficiencies. The bridge cannot be widened to meet adequately 
accommodate farm implements, pedestrians, or bicyclists without affecting the historic 
integrity of the bridge. 
 

3. The existing Florence Bridge is at the end of its useful service life and continued 
maintenance and rehabilitation is not cost-effective. 

 

3.3 Alternative 1C: Build on New Location Without Using the Old Bridge 
 
Under Alternative 1C, a new bridge would be constructed in a new location and the existing 
Florence Bridge would be closed as a transportation facility with its lift span remaining in the 
“up” position to allow barge traffic on the river. This alternative retains the historic significance of 
the existing bridge. The new bridge would service all roadway transportation modes. 

 
Finding: This alternative does not satisfy the purpose and need of this project and is not feasible 
and prudent for the following reasons: 

 
1. Preservation of the existing bridge in place does not address the structural deficiencies 

of the existing narrow navigational width. 
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2. This alternative would continue to incur costs to maintain the standing structure in a 
state of good repair and its lift span in the “up” position. 
 

3. The existing bridge was advertised for donation and no responsible party has accepted 
the donation to maintain and preserve the historic significance of the bridge. 

 
3.4 Alternative 1D: Remove and Replace the Existing Structure 

 
A new bridge would be constructed 300 feet south of the existing Florence Bridge to provide 
access across the Illinois River (see Exhibit 7.3)1. The existing bridge would remain in place to 
maintain traffic during construction and would then be removed after the new bridge is complete 
and servicing traffic. 
 
Finding: In the best interest of the public, the recommended alternative is Alternative 1D which 
would remove the existing structure and replace it with a new structure 300 feet to the south. 
Coordination with the public is described in Section 4.0. This alternative meets the project 
purpose and need to provide safe and reliable connectivity across the Illinois River for all modes 
of traffic by addressing the structural and geometric deficiencies of the existing bridge, while 
also minimizing impacts to the environment and surrounding area. The demolition and removal 
of the Florence Bridge will constitute a Section 4(f) use. 
 

4.0 Coordination and Public Involvement 
 
In August 2019, letters were sent to five parties to gauge their interest in the project’s potential 
effect to historic properties and to invite them to be consulting parties: Landmarks Illinois, the 
Historic Bridge Foundation, HistoricBridges.org, the Pike County Historical Society and 
Museum, and the Scott County Historical Society. The Historic Bridge Foundation was the only 
party that responded requesting consulting party status. (See Appendix “Documentation of 
Correspondence with Public”).  
 
Additionally, two public meetings were held in September 2016 to introduce the project and in 
December 2017 to gather public input on the range of alternatives considered, and a project 
website was established in 2016 to inform the public of project developments and events and to 
receive public comments and inquiries. No comments have been received with concerns about 
the project’s effect to historic properties. 
 

5.0 Measures to Minimize Harm and Mitigation of Adverse Effect 
 
5.1 Made Available for Donation 
 
For historic bridges that are to be demolished, 23 USC 144(g) requires that the bridge must be 
made available for donation to a State, locality, or responsible party who agrees to maintain and 
preserve the historic significance of the bridge and assume all legal and financial responsibility. 
A public notice offering donation was advertised twice in four local newspapers in January and 
March 2019.  No responses of interest were received from the advertisement by the April 15, 
2019 due date (see Appendix “Documentation of Correspondence with Public” for the 
advertisement). 

 
1 Alternative 1D refers to the same Alternative 4C/D identified in the Environmental Assessment. 
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5.2 Section 106 Commitments 

 
On January 21, 2020, the SHPO concurred that the removal and replacement of the Florence 
Bridge will have an adverse effect on the existing historic structure (see Appendix 
“Documentation of Correspondence with Illinois SHPO”). Therefore, a Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA) was developed between the FHWA, IDOT and SHPO for removal and 
replacement of the bridge consistent with the requirements of Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act (see Appendix “Memorandum of Agreement”). Activities to resolve and 
mitigate the adverse effect were determined in consultation with the SHPO and other consulting 
parties and are stipulated in the MOA. Mitigation measures include the following: 
 

 Documentation of the structure in accordance with the Historic Illinois Engineering 
Record (HIER) standards; and 

 Video documentation summarizing the history of lift bridges over the Illinois River and 
dissemination to the public and historic bridge enthusiasts. 

 

6.0 Conclusion 
 
 Alternative 1D: Remove and Replace the Existing Structure meets the purpose and need of this 
project which is to provide a structurally sufficient bridge that: 
 

 Provides safe and reliable connectivity across the Illinois River for all modes of traffic; 

 Facilitates improved river navigation by providing adequate horizontal clearance for river 
traffic; and 

 Supports local and regional economic needs while meeting current design standards 
and minimizing impacts to the environment and surrounding area. 

 
Based upon the above considerations, there is no feasible and prudent alternative to the 
removal and replacement of the Florence Bridge, and the proposed action includes all possible 
planning to minimize harm. 
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7.0 Exhibits 
 
7.1 IL 100, IL 106, and I-72 in West Central Illinois 
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7.2 Original and refined project study areas for IL 100/106 river crossing 
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7.3 Alternative 4C/D 
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7.4 Bridge Structural Elements 

 
Michigan Department of Transportation. https://www.michigan.gov/images/mdot/MDOT_bridge_elements_diagram_205092_7.jpg. 
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I. Administrative Data

REGION: 4 
DISTRICT: 6 
COUNTY: Scott / Pike 

ROUTE: FAP 757 
SECTION: (20) B-1

JOB NUMBER: D-96-018-12
PROPOSED LETTING DATE TBD 

STRUCTURE NUMBER: 086-0001

LOCATION: IL-100 & IL-106 OVER ILLINOIS RIVER 

II. Roadway/Structure Data

Roadway Classification: Minor Arterial 
ADT (current): 1500 

ADTT (current): 105 
Inventory Rating (HS or HL): 0.77 * 
Operating Rating (HS or HL): 1.28 * 

Sufficiency Rating: 7.0 * 

* As shown in IDOT Master Structure Report (see Attachment A) 

All dimensions and details relative to existing structure have been taken from existing plans and 
are subject to nominal construction variations. 

Construction / Reconstruction / Repair History 

Structure No. 086-0001 was originally constructed in 1929 as part of Route S.B.I. 36 Section 20B, 
C & D. 

In 1966, a service walkway was added on the north side of the Florence Bridge from the west 
abutment to the lift span. In 1969, the counterweight cables were removed and replaced. 
Vertical member U2-L2 on the east side of the south truss within the lift span was replaced along 
with straightening of the gusset plates at L2 in 1970. The following year, two pier protection 
cells were constructed north of the lift span piers. Between 1976 and 1977, various truss 
members having impact damage were repaired, floorbeams in the fixed truss spans were 
strengthened, and beam ends of the approach spans were also strengthened. 

In 1980, the bridge underwent a major rehabilitation project which included deck replacement, 
making beams composite with deck on approach spans, expansion joint replacement, bearing 
replacement, deck slab repair in truss spans, replacement of open grid deck in lift span, 
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strengthening and repair of floorbeams and stringers, repairs to impacted truss span vertical 
members, and concrete repairs to the piers and abutments.  

In 2004, another major rehabilitation project was carried out which included structural, 
mechanical, and electrical modifications. The entire floor system of the lift span was replaced. 
Structural steel repairs were carried out for the trusses in the fixed spans and the beams in the 
approach spans. Joints in the fixed truss and approach spans were all replaced with some joints 
in the approach spans eliminated. The abutments and piers underwent major concrete repairs 
with galvanic anodes installed at multiple locations. Pier 7 was widened to support an 
emergency generator. 

In 2008, minor repairs were done including partial deck slab repairs, repairs to existing pier 
protection dolphins, replacement of traffic control gates and attachments, and replacement of 
the expansion joints with new finger plate expansion joint assemblies. In 2009, a new pier 
protection cell was constructed north of Pier 4. In 2013, additional steel repairs were completed 
at multiple locations of the fixed truss spans and the approach spans. 
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III. Structure Condition Data 
 
Photo numbers noted in this report refer to the photo numbers from the 2017 Inspection Report 
dated June 19, 2017 unless noted otherwise. 
 
1. Inspection History (NBIS Ratings) 
 

Year Deck Super Sub 
2017 6 2 5* 
2016 6 3 3 
2015 6 3 5 
2014 6 2 5 
2013 6 3 5 
2012 6 1 6 

* Substructure NBIS rating is controlled by the underwater inspection. For additional 
information refer to Attachment H Underwater Inspection Report. 
 
2. Deck 
The deck is in overall satisfactory condition, which corresponds to an IDOT and NBIS condition 
rating of 6. 
 

2.1 Wearing Surface 
The open steel grid deck in Span 5 is in satisfactory condition. The approach span wearing 
surface, consisting of bare deck, is in satisfactory condition (see Photo 7). 
 

2.2 Deck Structure 
The open steel grid deck in the main vertical lift span is in satisfactory (see Photos 9 and 10).  
The galvanizing is in good condition.  There are some missing, loose and broken tie down 
bolts and missing nuts at several locations (see Photos 239 thru 241).  For complete details 
and locations of these defects, see Table 35 of the 2017 bridge inspection report.  The 
concrete deck for the approach spans is in satisfactory condition. There are transverse 
cracks spaced 6’ to 20’ apart, with most of them being 10’ apart. The concrete deck has spalls 
at the fascia beam (see Photo 6).  
 

2.3 Parapets and Railings 
In the approach spans, the bridge rail meets the standards and is in good condition.  At two 
locations, the bolts that connect the rail post with the steel tubing are missing (see Photos 
620 and 689). In addition, at one location the weld of the rail spacer is cracked (see Photo 
599). 
 
The steel tube railing in truss spans are in good condition.  In Span 4, the service walkway 
handrail’s upper rail is broken (see Photo 233).   
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2.4 Curbs and Medians 
The curbs in the approach spans are in good condition with minor to moderate spalling along 
their faces.  In Spans 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, & 9 the concrete curb is spalled and/or cracked at rail 
anchorage at several locations (see Photos 177, 206, 289, 315, 341, 353, 481, 555).  
 
This bridge does not have a median.  

 

2.5 Sidewalks 
This bridge does not have sidewalks. 

 

2.6 Drains 
Since the lift span has an open steel grid deck, there are no deck drains on the lift span.  The 
drains on the approaches are free of debris.  

 

2.7 Light Standards 
There are no light standards on the bridge, however, there are some light fixtures attached 
to the truss members.   

 

2.8 Expansion Joint 
The expansion joints over the approach piers were replaced in 2003 and are in very good 
condition with only a 1’ section of failed joint (see Photo 621). Some joints may be leaking 
given the heavy corrosion noted at the ends of the approach span fascia beam at Bent 21 (see 
Photo 643). 

 
3. Superstructure 
The superstructure is in critical condition, which corresponds to an IDOT and NBIS condition 
rating of 2 based on the latest IDOT Inspection Forms (see Attachment B).  The lower rating is 
due to heavy section loss on truss lower chords, floorbeam web, stringers in fixed and lift truss 
spans and approach span web bearing areas (see Photos 88, 127, 184, 231, 261, 303, and 709).  The 
protective paint system has failed throughout and there is advanced section loss on primary 
structural members (see Photos 1 thru 4) in both the fixed and lift spans.  
 

3.1 Bearings 
The bearings in the approach spans are generally in poor condition. Typical deteriorations 
consist of section loss in bearing plates and side retainers, missing side retainer bolts, 
missing anchor bolts, and loss of bearing contact (see Photos 707 and 708). At two locations, 
the anchor bolts are missing the nuts (see Photos 490 and 494 of the 2016 inspection report 
dated June 20, 2016). 
 
The bearings in the truss spans are generally in fair condition with some loose nuts and out 
of plumb side retainer angles. 
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3.2 Approach Span Beams 
The approach span superstructure is in critical condition with section loss, at certain 
locations, in excess of 50%. 

 
Deteriorations in the beams are mostly located at the bearings and typically consist of a 
section loss of up to 56% at the webs (see Photo 702) and 66% at bottom flanges (see Photo 
709), holes and cracks in the web beyond the bearings (see Photo 615), cracks in the splice 
plates over the piers (see Photos 603 and 604), missing or broken bolts (see Photo 686). 

 
The diaphragms are also in critical condition, with typical deteriorations consisting of 
section loss of up to 70% for the webs and 80% for the bottom flanges (see Photo 649), holes 
in the webs (see Photo 641), cracked welds at connection angles (see Photo 664) and broken 
connections (see Photo 706). 

 

3.3 Lift Span Floor System (Span 5) 
3.3.1 Stringers 
The galvanized stringers in the lift span are in good condition (see Photo 10). 

 

3.3.2 Floorbeams 
The galvanized floorbeams in the lift span are in good condition (see Photo 10). 
 

3.3.3 Lateral Bracing 
The galvanized lateral bracings in the lift span are in good condition (see Photo 10). 

 

3.4 Fixed Truss Spans Floor System 
3.4.1 Stringers 
The roadway stringers in the approach truss spans are in poor to fair condition.  In 
Span 1, Stringer S5 has a 2” crack in the web with an arrestor hole. Similarly, in Span 
9, Stringer S10 has a 1” crack in the web with an arrestor hole. In Spans 2, & 4, Stringer 
S6 has up to 41% section loss in bottom flange. In Span 6, Stringer S11 is in critical 
condition with 58% section loss in bottom flange (see Photo 303). 

 

3.4.2 Floorbeams 
The floorbeams are in critical condition.  However, the bridge is open for all traffic 
without any restrictions.  The critical condition of the floorbeams is due to the heavy 
section loss in the web and top flange.  Several floorbeams consistently have heavy 
corrosion and section loss in almost all spans with heaviest section losses noted in 
the floorbeams at beam ends below expansion joints.  Some of the major section 
losses in floorbeams are in Span 2, FB0’ with 53% section loss in web (see Photo 127), 
in Span 8, FB0 with 58% section loss in web (see Photo 416) and in Span 9, FB0’ with 
52% section loss and rusted holes in top flange (see Photo 597). 
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The other significant floorbeam defects in need of repairs are listed below; 
 Span 1, FB4 with 29% section loss in top flange between Stringer 1 and 2. 
 Span 2, FB4’ with 7% section loss, 2-1” holes in the web at North end. 
 Span 2, FB3’ with 8% section loss, 1”x6” long hole and a 2” hole in the web at 

North end. 
 Span 2, FB2’ with 11% section loss, 2”x4” long hole in the web at North end 

and 7% section loss, 3” hole in the web at South end. 
 Span 3, FB5 with 11% section loss, 4”x13” long area loss with 2” hole in the 

web at North end. 
 Span 3, FB4’ with 7% section loss and 1” misdrilled hole in web and a 1” hole 

in web at South end. 
 Span 3, FB3’ with 9% section loss, 2”x12” long area loss with 1”x2” long hole 

in the web at South end. 
 Span 3, FB2’ with 15% section loss in the web at South end. 
 Span 3, FB0’ with 22% section loss, 2”x1” hole in the bottom of web at South 

end and 14% section loss, 1” hole in bottom of web at North end. 
 Span 4, FB2 with 7% section loss, 2” hole in the web at North end. 
 Span 6, FB0 with 16% section loss, 2” hole in the web at South end. 
 Span 6, FB4’ with 22% section loss in web at L4’ panel point on south truss.  
 Span 7, FB2’ with 5% section loss, 1”x10” long hole in the web at Stringer S1. 
 Span 8, FB1 with 11% section loss, 1” hole in the web at Stringer S11. 
 Span 8, FB3 with 10% section loss, 1”x6” long holes in the web below Stringers 

S1 and S11 at North and South ends. 
 Span 8, FB3’ with 30% section loss, 5”x10” long hole in the web at North end. 

 
 

3.4.3 Lateral Bracing 
The bottom lateral bracing between the two main trusses is in poor condition with 
protective coating failures throughout.  Heavy corrosion and section loss is a major 
issue at the connection plates of each lateral bracing section. There is up to 100% 
section loss on these connection plates and up to 50% section loss in the top and 
bottom angles of the lateral bracing in Spans 1-4 and 6-8.  There is moderate to heavy 
corrosion with section loss along the angled members.  In Span 8, the lateral bracing 
is severed at Panel Point L0 at South end (see Photo 420).   

 

3.5 Trusses 
The trusses are in poor to fair condition with heavy to moderate section loss, rusted 
out lacing bars and scattered holes in some bottom chord members. 

 

3.5.1 Top Chord 
The top chord is in overall good condition with scattered protective coating failures 
and minor surface corrosion with no measurable section loss other than a few missing 
rivets and misdrilled holes in Span 4, 5, and 9 (see Photo 246). 
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3.5.2 Bottom Chord 
The bottom chord is in overall fair condition with protective coating failures 
throughout and scattered moderate to heavy corrosion. Extensive corrosion 
deterioration from roadway overspray exists on the truss lower chord members at 
panel points. Generally, the horizontal legs of the bottom chord angle sections and 
horizontal batten plates have moderate section loss along full length of the member 
(see Photo 276). For detailed section losses in bottom chord, see Detail 12 and Table 12 
of the 2017 bridge inspection report.  Some of the significant deteriorations that need 
repairs are listed below; 

 Span 2, L2S-L3S with 11% section loss on full length of member. 
 Span 6, L2N-L3N & L2S-L3S with 21% & 23% section loss respectively on full 

length of member. 
 Span 6, L3N-L4N with 20% section loss on full length of member. 
 Span 6, L1’S-L0’S with 39% section loss at L0’S. 
 Span 7, L0S-L1S with 19% section loss at L1S. 
 Span 7, L2N-L3N with 13% section loss at mid span. 
 Span 7, L2’S-L0’S with 60% section loss on full length of member. 
 Span 7, L0N-L1N with 40% section loss and 1”x7” long rusted hole in 

diaphragm plate at L0N above bearing. 
 Span 8, L0N-L2N with 34% section loss on full length of member. 
 Span 8, L1’S-L0’S with 25% section loss at L0’S. 
 Span 9, L0N-L2N with 40% section loss on full length of member. 
 Span 9, L3’S-L2’S with 13% section loss on full length of member. 

 

3.5.3 Verticals 
The verticals are in overall fair to satisfactory condition with scattered protective 
coating failures throughout and moderate corrosion with up to 29% section loss at the 
bottom gusset plates.  There are also scattered missing lacing bars and cracks in splice 
plate welds.  Several of the truss vertical members in both trusses have minor to 
moderate damage from vehicular collision.  Most of the damage is in the form of minor 
bends/offsets or notches and gouges in the angles of the built-up member.  In Span 1, 
the vertical L2-U2 has a full-length offset of up to 1¼” on both North and South sides 
(see Photos 24 and 25).  In Span 1, vertical L3N-U3N has 2 missing lattice bars at 3’ 
above deck.  Some of the significant section losses in the verticals in need of repair 
are as follows; 

 Span 4, L4N-U4N has 14% section loss due to 4 misdrilled holes in the same 
cross section at 13’ above deck. 

 Span 4, L1’S-U1’S has 18% section loss in inside vertical angles at L1’S. 
 Span 5, L5N-U5N has 29% section loss in inside vertical channel at 20’ above 

deck. 
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 Span 6, L3’S-U3’S has 13% section loss in outside vertical channel at bottom 
gusset plate. 

 Span 6, L1’S-U1’S has 24% section loss in outside vertical angles at bottom 
gusset plate. Also 7% section loss due to 4 misdrilled holes in inside angles 
below top chord gusset plate. 

 Span 8, L1S-U1S has 17% section loss in inside vertical angles at bottom 
gusset plate. 

Per the latest bridge inspection report, welded attachments, cracks in the welds 
and tears were also noted at the following locations; 
 Span 1, L3N-U3N has a 3” and 2” full crack weld at West and East end 

respectively at 3’ above deck. 
 Span 2, L2S-U2S has a ¾” tear at 4’ above deck. 
 Span 3, L4’S-U4’S has a 3” crack in splice plate weld at 8’ above deck. 
 Span 4, L3S-U3S has 2 broken welds at lattice connection to vertical at 2’ & 3’ 

above deck on West side and 1 partial crack weld at lattice connection to 
vertical at 20’ above deck on East side. 

 Span 4, L4N-U4N has a 1” tear at 7’ above deck. 
 Span 4, L4’S-U4’S has 5 partial crack welds up to 2” long holding lacing to 

vertical starting at 2’-9” above deck. 
 Span 5, L5S-U5S & L5N-U5N have 12 welded brackets at 5’ intervals above 

deck. 
 Span 5, L2’S-U2’S has a 2” long partial crack in the weld between lacing bar 

and channel at 8’ above deck. 
 Span 6, L3N-U3N has 14 broken welds on lattice at 1.5’ thru 6’ above deck. 
 Span 8, L3’N-U3’N has a ½” tear at 7’ above deck. 

3.5.4 Diagonals 
The diagonals are in poor to fair condition with scattered protective coating failures 
throughout, moderate corrosion with up to 23% section loss in main angles and 
channels, up to 100% section loss in lacing bars and batten plates near splash zone and 
offsets up to 3” due to impacts (see Photo 245).  Some of the significant defects in the 
diagonals in need of repair are as follows; 

 Span 1, L0N-U1N with 100% section loss and rusted holes in several lacing 
bars. 

 Span 1, L5N-U4’N with 5% section loss in main angles at bottom gusset plate. 
 Span 1, U4N-L5N & U4S-L5S with 7% & 12% section loss respectively in main 

angles at bottom gusset plate. 
 Span 1, L5N-U4’N & L5S-U4’S with 6% & 9% section loss respectively in main 

angles at bottom gusset plate. 
 Span 2, U1’S-L0’S with 85% section loss in bottom stay plate and rusted hole 

in lacing bar. 
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 Span 3, U2S-L3S with 21% section loss in main angles and an active crack in 
top inside angle at bottom gusset plate. 

 Span 3, U3S-L4S with 23% section loss in main angles at bottom gusset plate. 
 Span 4, L2’S-U1’S with 23% section loss in main angles at bottom gusset 

plate. 
 Span 5, L1’N-L0’N with 2 missing bolts in bottom inside gusset plate. 
 Span 6, L0N-U1N with 23% section loss in channels, 90% section loss in 

bottom stay plate and several heavily deteriorated rivets. 
 Span 6, U1’S-L0’S with 12% section loss and 4-1” holes in outside channel 

web, 50% section loss in bottom stay plate and all inside rivet heads rusted 
out for 7’ from L0’S. 

 Span 7, U4S-L5S & L4’S-U3’S with 18% & 15% section loss respectively in 
main angles at bottom gusset plate. 

 Span 8, U4S-L5S with 14% section loss in main angles at bottom gusset plate. 
 Span 8, L5N-U4’N & L5S-U4’S with 10% & 11% section loss respectively in 

main angles at bottom gusset plate. 
 Span 9, U4S-L5S with inside angle twisted out of plane by ½” at 15’ above 

deck. 

3.5.5 Gusset Plates 
The gusset plates are in fair condition with protective coating failures and minor to 
moderate section loss. No measurable section loss was found on the top chord gusset 
plates, however, there was significant protective coating failures (see Photo 171). 
Bottom chord gusset plates exhibit up to 20% section loss on the inside faces of plates 
and mainly concentrated along the top angles of the bottom chord and vertical 
members (see Photo 170). For section loss measurements on gusset plates, see Tables 
17 thru 19 in the 2017 bridge inspection report.  Some of the significant deteriorations 
that need repairs are listed below; 

 Span 3, the outside gusset plate at L4’S has 2 missing bolts at diagonal 
member. 

 Span 3, the inside gusset plate at L4’S has section loss, 2 missing bolts and 
15”x1 ½” out of plane bending due to pack rust. 

 Span 3, the inside gusset plate at L2’S has section loss, 2 missing bolts and 
24”x1” out of plane bending. 

 Span 5, the inside gusset plate at L5N has 18% section loss along top of 
bottom chord. 

 Span 8, the inside gusset plate at L0’S has one loose nut. 

3.5.6 Top Lateral Bracing 
The truss top lateral bracing is in good condition. There are multiple members with 
minor surface corrosion at locations where the protective coating has failed. No 
measurable section loss was noted on the top lateral bracing. 
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3.5.7 Sway Brace, Portal Brace, and Horizontal Brace 
The sway brace, portal brace, and horizontal brace is generally in fair to good 
condition. However, the bottom chords of the bracing exhibit impact damage (see 
Photo 148).  

 

3.6 Other 
The service catwalk in truss spans is generally in poor to fair condition with most of the 
defects found in Spans 4 and 6.  In Span 4 one of the supports has 86% section loss (see 
Photo 214). There are scattered rusted holes in the platform with raised grid panels. The 
fence rail support is broken at one location. In Span 6, there is 60% section loss with 
rusted holes in the angle and top plate (see Photo 219). 

 
In Span 4, the warning gate counterweight has two broken bolts. In Span 6, the support 
frame for forewarning gate has up to 50% section loss in cantilever arm (see Photo 278). 

 
4. Substructure 
The substructure is in fair condition, which corresponds to an IDOT and NBIS condition rating 
of 5. 
 

4.1 Abutments 
In west abutment, the backwall has a 1’ hole and a large spall and delamination. The east 
abutment has no notable defects noted in the 2017 bridge inspection report. 

 

4.2 Piers 
In the approach spans, at two locations the concrete piles are spalled with exposed rebars 
(see Photos 625 and 672) and at two other location the pier caps are cracked and delaminated 
(see Photos 637 and 703) 
 
The piers of the truss spans are in overall fair condition with multiple spalls and 
delaminations in pier cap and wall of Pier P1 thru P4 (see Photo 74). 

 

4.3 Fender System 
As noted in the 2013 underwater inspection report the timber fenders attached to Pier 4 is 
heavily deteriorated and no longer functioning as intended (see Photo 238). Timber fender 
attached to Pier 5 is in good condition and adequately protecting the pier from impact 
damage. For additional information refer to Attachment F Underwater Inspection Report. 

 

4.4 Pier Protection Cell 
The pier protection cell at Pier 4 exhibits impact damage and is currently leaning south. The 
newer pier protection cell in front of Pier 5 exhibits rust, delaminations along the waterline, 
and various locations of impact damage. Both pier cells are adequately protecting the piers 
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from vessel collisions. For additional information refer to Attachment F Underwater 
Inspection Report. 
 

4.5 Navigation Lighting 
Navigational lights are in overall good condition except the south navigational light housing 
at Pier 5 is cracked (see Photo 257). 

 
5. Bridge Tender House 

No defects were noted in the 2017 Inspection Report. 
 
6. Channel and Waterway 

Based on the latest Routine Bridge Inspection Report the channel is in good condition. 
Additionally, the waterway adequacy is in very good condition. Refer to Attachment F 
Underwater Inspection Report for channel and waterway information. 

 
The approach structure spans over a lake where no navigation is expected to take place.   

 
7. Underwater Inspection 

The last underwater investigation was conducted by Collins Engineers, Inc. on October 22, 
2013.  Based on the underwater inspection, the underwater portion of the substructure units 
is in fair condition since there were portions of footings exposed as well as some level of 
scour noted at Piers 4 and 5. The scour condition is stable. Please refer to Attachment F 
Underwater Inspection Report for specific inspection findings and recommendations 
regarding the underwater bridge elements. 
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IL-100 & IL-106 OVER THE ILLINOIS RIVER
S.N. 086-0001

13

IV. Discussion and Recommended Scope of Work

To improve the deteriorating condition of the structural components and to provide an
extended service life, rehabilitation or replacement of the bridge is necessary.  The
recommendations outlined in this section for the replacement of the bridge in addition to
the rehabilitation of the deteriorated structural members are based on several factors
including cost effectiveness, useful service life, structural adequacy and efficiency in
accordance with the current IDOT policies outlined in the Bridge Manual (January 2012), BCR
Procedures and Practices (December 2011), and Bureau of Design & Environment Manual
with BDE Procedure Memorandums (May 2017).

The structure’s need for rehabilitation or replacement is mainly attributable to the heavy
deterioration, expiration of the service life of the superstructure, its repair history and
whether it meets the current service standards. Deicing chemicals, moisture, and debris
accumulation may be the underlying cause of the current deterioration. Extending the
useful service life of the bridge is critical based on considering the deficiencies, repair
history, and age. Deck geometry is also a major issue, which has resulted in on-going vehicle
collisions to truss members which ends up in significant maintenance costs to repair those
damaged members.

However, the lift span is in very good condition compared to the rest of the bridge due to a
major rehabilitation carried out in 2004 in which the entire floor system was replaced with
galvanized steel members.

Based on the need to rehabilitate or replace the existing bridge, three options are considered
to compare the pros and cons for each option;

1. Option A – Do Nothing
2. Option B – Bridge Rehabilitation
3. Option C – Bridge Replacement

Option A – The No-Build option represents a base condition in which no improvements are
made to the existing bridge other than routine maintenance. In time, the structural
deterioration of the bridge would require weight limits and ultimately closure of the bridge
to traffic. This option would not meet the Purpose and Need of the project because it does
not address the safety, mobility and facility deficiencies.

Option B –The object of this option is to extend the life span of the existing bridge for another
10-15 years with the goal of minimizing the annual maintenance cost.  Following are some
of the disadvantages of this option;

· The structure is rated less than Inventory Rating and thus structurally deficient.
Substantial repairs to Truss members, Floorbeams, Stringers, Steel Deck in Lift Span,
Concrete Deck, Substructure Elements, etc. are needed to upgrade to Inventory.
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 The existing bridge has been in service for 90 years and practically has reached its 
design life limit.  Repairing this structure would entail ensuring only about 10-15 
more years of service.  

 The structural evaluation and deck geometry is rated as "Intolerable" and the bridge 
is functionally obsolete because the roadway width across the structure is 
substandard for the current ADT.   

 The truss spans are fracture critical and would require frequent and costly 
inspections and repairs.  The structure had endured substantial repairs during its life.  
The life cycle costs for maintaining these types of structure is typically high and may 
not be warranted even if the initial cost is lower than a replacement structure.    

 The rehabilitation of the bridge will not address the existing geometric deficiencies 
with the roadway and river navigation. 

 The recurring collision events from roadway and river traffic due to the narrow deck 
width and insufficient river channel width correspond to high maintenance cost and 
lost time to close the lane for repairs. 

 Annual operational and maintenance costs of raising the lift span to accommodate 
river traffic and interruptions in continuous flow of roadway traffic.  

 Rehabilitation will occur in two stages with closure of one lane for vehicular traffic 
for each stage. Flaggers will be required to control the vehicular traffic. 

 Lift Span rehabilitation would be performed in raised position hence closing the 
bridge for vehicular traffic for extended periods. 

 It is anticipated that a substantial reinforcement of the substructure will be needed 
to resist the current loads required due to vessel collisions as required by the latest 
AASHTO Specifications.     

To rehabilitate the bridge, repairs as noted in Attachment C will be required. These repairs 
are based on the detailed field inspection findings as noted in the table of deficiencies in the 
2017 bridge inspection report. The scope of work for rehabilitation includes items that were 
recommended to be repaired as well as primary and/or secondary structural elements with 
inventory rating factors less than 1.0 as noted in the 2017 bridge inspection report 
 
The total estimated cost of the bridge rehabilitation is $9,726,240 (see Attachment D). This 
cost includes 20% contingencies and does not include mobilization and traffic control costs. 
An arbitrary cost of $1.5 million for miscellaneous electrical and/or mechanical components 
is also included in the bridge repair cost but a detail inspection of these components may 
reveal additional or major issues with the bridge electrical and mechanical system and cost 
may be greater than $1.5 million. 
 
Option C – This option replaces the existing bridge with a new structure built on new 
alignment approximately 100’ south of existing bridge. Some of the advantages of this option 
are as follows; 
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 Replacement of the existing bridge will avoid any future potential problems and 
future rehabilitation and maintenance costs for the existing structure. Also 
eliminates load posting requirements. 

 Provide a new service life with improved public safety. 
 Address all the existing geometric deficiencies with the roadway and river 

navigation. 
 Provide horizontal and vertical clearances per Coast Guard navigational clearance 

requirements. 
 The replacement superstructure will be a multi-girder system hence eliminating the 

fracture critical element and allow for future widening. 
 The replacement bridge deck width will accommodate bicycle and pedestrian use as 

well as wide farm equipment. 
 Eliminate lift span altogether which will result in annual savings in operating cost 

and continuous flow of traffic without any interruptions due to the raising of the 
lift span to accommodate river traffic.  

 Substructure will be designed to resist the current loads required due to vessel 
collisions as required by the AASHTO Specifications.     

 No Stage construction required. Traffic will be maintained on existing bridge while 
new bridge is being constructed. Existing bridge will be removed after shifting traffic 
on new bridge. 

The total estimated cost of the bridge replacement is $52,282,800 (see Attachment D). This 
cost includes 20% contingencies and does not include mobilization and traffic control costs. 
 
Based on the above discussion and with growth anticipated for this area, replacement of this 
structure is warranted and recommended.  Depending on the type of bridge replacement, 
the annualized cost is lower than that compared to bridge rehabilitation. The Master 
Structure Report also recommends structural replacement due to substandard capacity and 
geometrics.  
 
Two alternatives for structural layout have been evaluated by WSP for the replacement 
structure.  See Attachment E for Exhibits.  Given the considerations of natural bends in the 
river and the inadequate navigable width of the existing channel, a 390’ main navigational 
span is proposed for the replacement structure based on the navigational clearance 
requirements of the US Coast Guard.  
 
In accordance with BDE Manual Chapter 48, Figure 48-6A – the proposed structure will 
provide a Clear Roadway Width of 40'. The proposed cross-section for the replacement 
structure includes two 12' -0" travel lanes with 8' -0" shoulders.  The deck will be 8” thick 
and the parapets will be 34” high F-shape type.  
 
The proposed bridge will be designed using the LRFD 2017 Edition for the HL-93 loading. The 
profile for the proposed roadway, based on a design speed of 60 mph, provides a vertical 
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clearance of 55’ above 2% flowline.  The alignment was set to provide the minimum offset of
approximately 100’ in order to reduce impacts on adjacent properties and to allow for the
demolition of the existing structure.

Structural Alternatives
Two (2) structural layouts were developed based on Recommended Bridge Replacement with
390’ main navigational span maintaining the required horizontal and vertical clearances at
the navigational channel. The proposed structure is shown with the offset for an alignment
to the south.  Brief synopses of the two alternatives are as follows;

Structural Alternative Layout #1 -  This alternative will consist of four units. One main
navigational steel plate girders unit and four approach steel plate girders units.  First unit, a
2 span approach unit at the west of main unit, about 355 ft. long steel plate girders.  Second
unit, a main unit containing the navigational spans, about 1050 ft. long with 10.75 ft. deep
web plate steel girders.  Third unit, a 5 span approach unit east of main unit, about 914 ft.
long steel plate girders. Fourth unit, a 5 span approach unit east of main unit, about 917 ft.
long steel plate girders.  The bridge will have 5 expansion joints in the deck, 2 at the
abutments and 3 between the aforementioned units. The substructure will consist of
columned piers with crashwall for main navigational unit and hammerhead piers for
approach units. The foundation for the proposed piers will be reinforced concrete footing
on drilled shafts. For proposed bridge plan and elevation, see Alternative 1 Attachment E.

Structural Alternative Layout #2 -  This alternative will consist of four units as well. One main
navigational steel plate girders unit and three approach PPC Bulb-T girders units.  First unit,
a 3 span approach unit at the west of main unit, about 355 ft. long with PPC Bulb-T girders.
Second unit, a main unit containing the navigational spans, about 1050 ft. long with 10.75 ft.
deep web plate steel girders.  Third unit, a 6 span approach unit east of main unit, about 914
ft. long with PPC Bulb-T girders. Fourth unit, a 6 span approach unit east of main unit, about
917 ft. long with PPC Bulb-T girders. The bridge will have 5 expansion joints in the deck, 2 at
the abutments and 3 between the aforementioned units. The substructure will consist of
columned piers with crashwall for main navigational unit and hammerhead piers for
approach units. The foundation for the proposed piers will be reinforced concrete footing
on drilled shafts. This alternative has 3 additional piers compare to Alternative #1 but due to
the use of PPC beams, the overall and maintenance costs will be lower. For proposed bridge
plan and elevation, see Alternative 2 Attachment E.

Recommended Structural Alternative -  WSP recommends the Structural Alternative 2 with
PPC girders approach spans option due to advantage of concrete over steel for the long-term
durability and bridge maintenance cost.
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Structure Number: 086-0001 District: 6

Inventory Data

Facility Carried: IL 100/106 Bridge Name: FLORENCE BRIDGE Sufficiency Rating: 7.0 Structure Length: 3178.0

Feature Crossed: ILLINOIS RIVER Location: E EDGE FLORENCE HBP Eligible: Yes AASHTO Bridge Length: 99.9

Bridge Remarks: STEEL GRATE DECK ON LIFT SPAN, REST ARE CONCRETE.Mile 56.0 Illinois River Replaced By: - Length of Long Span: 217.0

Bridge Status: 1 OPEN - NO RESTRICT Status Date: 09/2017 Replaces: - Bridge Roadway Width: 23.0

Status Remarks: repairs completed by Day Labor, posting raised to LL Last Update Date: 09/22/2016 Appr Roadway Width: 42.0

Maint County: 086 SCOTT Maint Township: 05 ROAD DIST #05 Parallel Structure: None Deck Width: 24.5

Maint Responsibility: 01 I.D.O.T. Multi-Level Structure Nbr: Sidewalk Width Right: 0.0

Service On/Under: 1 HIGHWAY 5 / WATERWAY Skew Direction: N None Sidewalk Width Left: 0.0

Reporting Agency: 1 I.D.O.T. - BUREAU OF MAINTENANCE Skew Angle: 0 D Navigation Control: 1 Yes

Main Span Matl/Type: 3 STEEL / 15 MOVEABLE - LIFT Structure Flared: No Navigation Horiz Clear: 202

Nbr Of Main Spans: 1 Nbr Of Approach Spans: 37 Historical Significance: No Navigation Vert Clear: 61

***Approaches*** Border Bridge State: Culvert Fill Depth: 0.0

Near #1 Matl/Type: 3 STEEL / 53 PARKER TRUSS - RIVETED Bdr State SN: Number Culvert Cells: 0

Near #2 Matl/Type: / Bdr State % Responsibility: 0 Culvert Opening Area: 0.0

Far #1 Matl/Type: 3 STEEL / 53 PARKER TRUSS - RIVETED Structural Steel Wt 4904000 Culvert Cell Height: 0.00

Far #2 Matl/Type: / Substructure Material: Culvert Cell Width: 0.00

Median Width/Type: 0 Ft. / 0 None Rated By: 2 IDOT Rate Method: 6 LOAD FACTOR (LF)
REPORTED BY RATING
FACTOR (RF)

Guardrail Type L/R: 0None / 0 None Inventory Rating: 0.770(27) Load Rating Date: 09/22/2017 Railroad Crossing Info

Toll Facility Indicator: 0 No Toll Operating Rating: 1.280(46) Crossing 1 Nbr:

Latitude: 39.63265199 S Longitude: 90.60706378 S Design Load: 08 I15 Crossing 1 Nbr:

Deck Structure Type: G OPEN STEEL GRATING Deck Structure Thickness: 6.5 SD: Y FO: Y RR Lateral Underclear: 0.0

Sidewalks Under Structure: 0 None RR Vertical Underclear: 0 Ft 0 In

Key Route On Data

Key Route Nbr: FEDERAL-AID PRIMARY 0757 Station: 0.0100

Appurtenances Main Route 00000 Segment:

Inventory County: 086 SCOTT Linked: Y

Township/Road Dist 05 ROAD DIST #05 Natl. Hwy System: Not on NHS

Municipality 0000 Inventory Direction:

Urban Area: None 0000 Curr AADT Yr/Count: 2017 / 1500

Functional Class: 4 MINOR ARTERIAL Est Truck Percentage: 7

** CLEARANCES ** South/East North/West Number Of Lanes: 2

Max Rdwy Width: 23.0 One Or Two Way: 2 Two-Way

Horizontal: 24.0 0.0 Bypass Length: 14

Future AADT Yr/Cnt: 2032 / 1464

Designated Truck Rte: CLASS II

Lateral: Special Systems: No

Key Route Under Data

Station:

Segment:

Linked:

Natl. Hwy System:

Inventory Direction:

Curr AADT Yr/Count: /

Est Truck Percentage:

South/East North/West Number Of Lanes:

One Or Two Way:

Bypass Length:

Future AADT Yr/Cnt: /

Designated Truck Rte:

Special Systems:

*** Marked Route On Data ***

Designation Kind Number

Route #1: 1 Mainline 3 State Highway 100

Route #2: 1 Mainline 3 State Highway 106

Route #3: 1 Mainline

*** Marked Route Under Data ***

Designation Kind Number

Illinois Department of Transportation
Structures Information Management System

Structure Summary Report

Date: 02/05/2018
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Structure Number: 086-0001 District: 6

Data Related to Inspection Information

*** Inspection Intervals *** *** Maximum Allowable Posting Limits *** Bridge Posting Level:

Routine NBIS: 12 MOS Underwater: 60 MOS One Truck At A Time: 0 Combination Type 3S-1: Tons L Legal Load Only

Special: Y Single Unit Vehicles: LL Tons Combination Type 3S-2 Tons

Inspection/Appraisal Information

Inspection Date: 06/19/2017 Inspection Temperature: 80Deg. F

Deck: 6 SATISFACTORY CONDITION - MINOR DETERIORATION

Superstructure: 2 CRITICAL CONDITION - MAY REQUIRE CLOSURE

Substructure: 5 FAIR CONDITION - MINOR SECTION LOSS, CRACKS

Culvert: N NOT APPLICABLE

Channel and Protection: 7 GOOD CONDITION - SOME MINOR PROBLEMS

Structural Evaluation: 2 INTOLERABLE - HIGH PRIORITY FOR REPLACEMENT

Deck Geometry: 3 INTOLERABLE - HIGH PRIORITY FOR CORRECTION

Underclearance-Vert/Lat.: N NOT APPLICABLE

Waterway Adequacy: 8 EQUAL TO PRESENT DESIRABLE CRITERIA

Approach Roadway Align: 8 EQUAL TO PRESENT DESIRABLE CRITERIA

Bridge Railing Appraisal: 3 Meets Standards

Approach Guardrail: 333 Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable

Pier Navig Protection: 2 IN PLACE AND FUNCTIONING

** Actual Posted Limits **

Single Unit Vehicles: Tons

Combination Type 3S-1: Tons

Combination Type 3S-2: Tons

One Truck At A Time: 0

Deck Wearing Surf: A BARE DECK NO OVRLAY Last Paint Type: ZUV

Deck Membrane: F NONE FIELD O Z E&P

Deck Protection: A EPOXY COATED REINF FLD AL EPY & ACRLC

Total Deck Thick: 6.5 GALVANIZED

Last Paint Date: 05/2004

Underwater Inspection/Appraisal Information

Inspection Date: 06/19/2017

Temperature: 80 Inspection Method: PS Probe Sonar

Appraisal Rating: 6 SATISFACTORY CONDITION

Scour Critical Information Miscellaneous

Rating: 5 CALCULATED SCOUR ACCEPTABLE Evaluation Method: A Computer Calculation

Analysis Date: 07/24/2001 Microfilm Data Recorded: Yes

Construction Information

Year: 1929 Original 2004 Reconstructed

Route: SBI 36 Sta: 586+81.50 FAP 510 Sta: 586+81.50

Section Nbr: 20 ABCDF 20BR-1

Contract Nbr: 92928

Fed Aid Pr#:

Built By: 1 I.D.O.T. 1 I.D.O.T.

Illinois Department of Transportation
Structures Information Management System

Structure Summary Report

Date: 02/05/2018
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Attachment F 
Structure Photos 

(Photo numbers refer to the photo numbers from the 2017 Inspection Report 
dated June 19, 2017) 
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IL 100/106 Illinois River Crossing Project 
Draft Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval 
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 To:                   Jeff South Attn:   Dennis O’Connell 

 From:              Maureen Addis      By:   Brad Koldehoff 

 Subject:           Historic Bridge Coordination 

 Date:               June 26, 2017 
 
 

 
Scott & Pike County 
Florence 
FAP 757 (IL 100/106) 
Bridge over Illinois River 
Structure # 086-0001 
Job # D-96-018-12 
IDOT Sequence # 20790 
 
 
We have received an Environmental Survey Request for the above-referenced project 
involving a Steel Moveable Lift bridge (S.N. 086-0001), which is not included on the 
existing Historic Bridge List. However, this bridge was previously determined eligible for 
listing on the National Register of Historic Places by the Illinois State Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO) under IDOT Sequence # 17435, and is therefore accorded 
protection under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as 
amended (36 CFR 800).  
 
Based on the submitted information, the current plans are to replace this bridge; 
however, its replacement would constitute an adverse effect. FHWA policy requires that 
all reasonable measures be taken to avoid the demolition of this bridge. Rehabilitation of 
the existing structure must be considered. If rehabilitation is not feasible, an attempt 
must be made to avoid the structure by construction of the replacement bridge on a new 
alignment. If there is no feasible or prudent alternative to demolition and replacement, a 
Section 106/4(f) report will be required in order to begin coordination with the SHPO. 
 
Please submit information regarding on the chosen course of action (i.e. plans of the 
repairs/rehabilitation, new alignment, or the Section 106/4(f) report) to our office in order 
to initiate SHPO consultation.  
 
 
Brad H. Koldehoff, RPA 
Cultural Resources Unit 
Bureau of Design and Environment        
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 To:                   Jeff South Attn:   Denny O’Connell 

 From:              Jack Elston      By:   Brad H. Koldehoff 

 Subject:           Historic Architectural Resources Eligibility, Further SHPO Coordination Required  

 Date:               October 23, 2018 
 

 

Scott & Pike Counties 

Florence 

FAP 757, IL 100/106, Florence Bridge over the Illinois River 

Bridge Replacement 

IDOT Sequence #20790A 

SHPO Log #004073118 

 
Coordination has been completed with the Illinois State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) on the 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility of historic architectural resources in the Area of 
Potential Effect (APE) for the alternatives under consideration for this project.  This coordination has 
resulted in four resources being determined eligible for NRHP listing, with the Florence Bridge carrying IL 
100/106 over the Illinois River (SN 086-001) previously determined NRHP eligible on September 10, 
2012.  
 
Attached is a letter from the SHPO supporting our determination of NRHP eligible for one resource and 
identifying three additional resources as eligible for listing on the NRHP.  IDOT in coordination with FHWA 
agrees with their opinion, and in addition to the Florence Bridge has determined the following historic 
architectural resources in the APE as eligible for listing on the NRHP: 

• Ellis Farmstead, 25466 475th Street, Florence (1) 

• Bridge carrying Abandoned US 36 over Little Blue Creek (SN 075-0160), near Florence (4) 

• Spring Hill Lodge, 25121 492nd Street, Florence (25) 

• 99th Illinois Infantry Memorial Historical Marker, near 25121 492nd Street, Florence (26) 
 
The project will have an adverse effect to historic properties due to removal of the Florence Bridge.  
Effects to the other historic properties will be evaluated at a later date once the preferred alternative has 
been chosen.  Please note that direct effects to any of the above-listed four historic properties may lead 
to adverse effects and the need for an Individual 4(f) evaluation.  Direct effects can include right-of-way 
and/or easement takes, not just impacts to buildings and structures. 
 
An abandoned cemetery was identified during the project’s cultural resources studies, the Florence 
Cemetery, located on a hilltop and centered at Lat/Long 39°37'45.84"N / 90°36'46.67"W.  Though 
determined not eligible for listing on the NRHP, this property is protected under the Illinois Human 
Skeletal Remains Protection Act (760 ILCS 100), and complete avoidance of the graves is recommended. 
 

 
Brad H. Koldehoff, RPA 
Cultural Resources Unit, Bureau of Design and Environment 

BK:er 
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September 28, 2018 

 

Scott & Pike Counties 

Florence 

FAP 757, IL 100/106 

Florence Bridge over the Illinois River 

Bridge Replacement 

IDOT Sequence #20790A 

SHPO Log #004073118 

 

FEDERAL – SECTION 106 PROJECT  

 

Historic Architectural Resources Determination of Eligibility 

 

Mr. Robert F. Appleman 

Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer 

Illinois Department of Natural Resources 

Office of Land Management 

Illinois State Historic Preservation Office 

1 Natural Resources Way 

Springfield, Illinois 62702 

 

Dear Mr. Appleman: 

 
The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
propose to replace the bridge that carries IL Route 100/106 over the Illinois River at Florence. Florence 
Bridge (IDOT Structure Number 086-0001) was determined eligible for listing on the National Register of 
Historic Places (NRHP) in September 2012 during consultation with your office for proposed bridge 
repairs. 
 
In continuing coordination with your office, please find enclosed for your review the Historic Resources 
Inventory Survey for the undertaking, completed by Illinois State Archaeological Survey (ISAS) historic 
resources staff.  The Area of Potential Effects (APE) for historic architectural resources used for this study 
was coordinated with your office by letter dated July 31, 2018. The APE encompasses the four 
alternatives that were carried forward for further analysis as part of the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) review process. 
 
The results of the historic resources survey are documented in the attached memorandums with resource 
inventory table with photographs, and Historic Resource Survey Forms (HSRFs) for select resources that 
warranted National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) consideration.  Digital files of this submittal are 
also enclosed to allow for full size review of the photographs embedded in the inventory table and HSRFs 
(see attached CD). Based on the results of this historic resources survey, IDOT has determined that, in 
addition to the eligible bridge, one above-ground historic resource is eligible for the NRHP: the 99th 
Illinois Infantry Memorial Historical Marker located east of 492nd Street, under Criterion A and Criteria 
Consideration F for its association with locations significant to the Civil War period in Pike County and 
early-twentieth century Civil War commemoration. 
 
In coordination with the FHWA, IDOT requests the concurrence of the State Historic Preservation Office 
in our determinations of NRHP eligibility for the Infantry Memorial Marker, in additional to the previously 
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determined eligible bridge, which are both therefore subject to protection under Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966.  Assessments of the undertaking’s effect to these two historic 
properties in the APE for the chosen alternative will be completed and coordinated with your office during 
the next phase of this project. 
 
Identification efforts for archaeological resources within the APE for the preferred alternative will be 
conducted once access to the targeted parcels has been secured. Preliminary archaeological 
identification efforts have been completed.  
 
In accordance with 36 CFR Part 800.3(c)(4), the FHWA will proceed to the next step in the Section 106 
process if we do not receive a written response from your office within 30 days. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Brad H. Koldehoff 

Cultural Resources Unit 

Bureau of Design & Environment 

 

BK:br 
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January 10, 2020 
 
Scott & Pike Counties 
Florence 
FAP 757, IL 100/106 
Florence Bridge over the Illinois River 
Bridge Replacement 
IDOT Sequence #20790A 
SHPO Log #004073118 
 
FEDERAL – SECTION 106 PROJECT  
 
Historic Architectural Resources – Adverse Effect 
 
Ms. C. J. Wallace 
Cultural Resources Coordinator 
Illinois Department of Natural Resources 
Illinois State Historic Preservation Office 
1 Old State Capitol Plaza 
Springfield, Illinois 62701 
 
Dear Ms. Wallace: 
 
The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) propose to replace the bridge that carries IL Route 100/106 over the Illinois River at 
Florence. This undertaking is being processed under the National Environmental Policy Act as 
an Environment Assessment, with the preferred alignment (Alternate 4CD) selected.  On August 
31, 2018, your office concurred with the Area of Potential Effect (APE) for historic architectural 
resources.  On October 19, 2018, your office provided recommendations on the IDOT 
identification of historic architectural resources, and IDOT agreed with the recommendations of 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility.    
 
Consultation with your office regarding archaeological resources is being conducted separately.  
On July 10, 2019, your office concurred that the undertaking may have an adverse effect to 
archaeological resources. Further field investigations are required, and the results of these 
investigations will be coordinated with your office. 
 
The effects of the undertaking to the architectural historic properties in the APE have been 
assessed by IDOT’s Architectural Historian, Elizabeth L. Roman, as detailed in the enclosed 
Assessment of Effect (AOE) Memorandum, with attachments.  Two architectural historic 
properties fall within the APE for the chosen alternative, the Abandoned Bridge over Little Blue 
Creek (SN 075-0160) and the Florence Lift Bridge (SN 086-0001).  
 
Given the location of the Abandoned Bridge over Little Blue Creek just outside the project 
footprint, the undertaking will not directly impact or introduce new elements that adversely alter 
or diminish its setting. Thus, the undertaking will have no adverse effect to this historic property.   
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The undertaking will physically alter the Florence Lift Bridge through its complete removal and 
replacement, causing an adverse effect to this historic property.  Multiple alternatives to 
replacement of this NRHP eligible structure were evaluated, including rehabilitation, as 
summarized in the enclosed memorandum, and removal and replacement was chosen as the 
best alternative. 
 
In coordination with the FHWA, IDOT requests the concurrence of the State Historic 
Preservation Office in our determination that the Abandoned Bridge over Little Blue Creek (SN 
075-0160) will not be adversely affected by the proposed undertaking and that the Florence Lift 
Bridge (SN 086-0001) will be adversely affected.   
 
The Historic Bridge Foundation has stepped forward as a consulting party for this undertaking 
(See enclosed AOE Memorandum).  Consultation on activities to mitigate the adverse effect to 
the Florence Lift Bridge (SN 086-0001) to be stipulated in a Memorandum of Agreement will be 
coordinated with your office and this organization during the next phase of this project.  Given 
the large size of the bridge, an alternative to standard Historic Illinois Engineering Record 
(HIER) level III recordation is warranted. 
 
In accordance with 36 CFR Part 800.3(c)(4), the FHWA will proceed to the next step in the 
Section 106 process if we do not receive a written response from your office within 30 days. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Brad H. Koldehoff 
Cultural Resources Unit 
Bureau of Design & Environment 
 
BK:br 
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From: Wavering, Jay M
To: Kitty Henderson
Cc: O"Connell, Dennis M.
Subject: RE: Florence Bridge Project
Date: Monday, August 19, 2019 4:14:00 PM

Ms. Henderson - Thank you for your interest in the Florence Bridge project.  Please note, we have
added the Historic Bridge Foundation to the list of interested consulting parties for the project and
will plan contact you in the near future as we continue the Section 106 process.
 
If you have any additional questions about the project, please let me know.
 
Thanks,
 
 
Jay M. Wavering, P.E.
Project Engineer
Illinois Department of Transportation, District 6
126 E Ash Street
Springfield, IL 62704
Phone: (217) 785-9046
Email: Jay.Wavering@illinois.gov
 
 
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Kitty Henderson <kitty@historicbridgefoundation.com> 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 1:51 PM
To: Wavering, Jay M <Jay.Wavering@illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Florence Bridge Project
 
The Historic Bridge Foundation is in receipt of a letter from Jeffery Myers, asking us if we would like
to be a consulting party on the project.  Since Mr. Meyers did not provide contact information, but
did include your information, I am writing to let you know that the Historic Bridge Foundation would
like to be a consulting party.
 
Any information about upcoming consultation meetings or how Section 106 consultation will be
conducted would be appreciated. 
 
Thank you,
 
Kitty Henderson
Executive Director
Historic Bridge Foundation
PO Box 66245
Austin, Texas 78766
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Memorandum of Agreement 
Final Memorandum of Agreement will be included once ratified by all signatories 
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